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ABSTRACT

Morales, Orquidea, La Llorona and Horror: A Chicana Feminist Reading of the Films The
Wailer and The Wailer II. Master of Arts (MA), July, 2011, 88 pp., 18 figures, references, 27
titles.

This thesis, with a thorough analysis of The Wailer: La Llorona (2006) and The Wailer
II: La Llorona II (2007), analyzes how these films create a new filmic representation of La
Llorona. These films, marketed specifically for the Latina/o market, portray an important icon
not only for the Mexican and Mexican American community and to a lesser extent a broader
Latina/o community but also for Chicana feminists that have adopted her into their world vision
as a symbol of agency. I propose a Chicana horror feminist reading of these films to look at
gender and genre. The image of La Llorona in these films is deconstructed to analyze how she
breaks or perpetuates the virgin/whore dichotomy. When placed side by side, they offer
conflicting and problematic views of women and tie them to separate spaces. Through a Chicana
horror feminist framework, I explore the possibilities of reading Latinas in horror.
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INTRODUCTION

There was a woman that lived in a small town on the Mexican side of the
U.S. - Mexican border. She was young and beautiful but very poor. One
day while walking in the market she saw a handsome American man.
She fell in love with him. The man promised her the sky and the moon so
they could be together. When she discovered that she was pregnant her
parents kicked her out of the house and she had to go live with her
American lover. When the baby was a year old, he abandoned her to go
back to his life in America. The girl was left alone without any money
and without a home. She tried to go back to her family but her parents
had disowned her since she had shamed them. Desperate, she tried to
cross the river to get to her lover. While trying to cross, she accidentally
drowned her baby. She died of sorrow a little later. The legend says that
her spirit still roams the river crying for her lost child, and if you go out
at night by yourself to the river she will come and get you. She is La
Llorona.

This recounting of the legend of La Llorona is the one I heard as a child growing up in
Reynosa, Tamaulipas on the U.S-Mexico border. I remember listening to my mom share her
story with my sister and me. Perhaps due to the proximity of the river as I grew up back and
1

forth between Reynosa and Mission, Texas this legend felt real. I knew that if I went outside at
night, especially by the canal behind our house, there was a risk of running into the Weeping
Woman. The version of La Llorona I grew up with is common in the South Texas border region
because of the history of immigration. However, there are many other variations both in Mexico
and the U.S. because La Llorona has been around for centuries. The oral nature of “La Llorona,”
or stories about La Llorona, allows for changes and modifications when it is retold.
Different variations include a Llorona that drowns her children as a form of revenge. The
particular version of La Llorona I recounted in the opening of my introduction is very different
from other variations which include a non-accidental drowning of the children by the Weeping
Woman. There are two more popular variations. In this version, the Weeping Woman is poor and
with a man who is/ typically the father of her children. Yet after he threatens to leave her for
another woman, who is usually someone from a higher socio-economic status, she drowns her
children. A second frequent variation presents a woman dating a man and even though she has
children, he is not the father. After he threatens to leave her because he is not ready to be a
father, La Llorona drowns her children in hopes he will stay with her. In one, she drowns her
children as a form of revenge against her lover, their father, who threatens to leave her. She
decides to get revenge from her husband for his betrayal by killing her children. In the other,
Llorona kills her children to save the relationship. Since the man is threatening to leave because
she has children, she drowns them to be with him.
This version, La Llorona as a murderess, is the more commonly accepted and wellknown. The legend “teaches boys to see women as temptresses, embodiments of a malevolent
sexuality that could cause them to lose their souls and control of their bodies” (Pérez 28). While
the Mexican version I know teaches women not to have sex before marriage, the second version
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teaches men that female sexuality is something to be feared, and as such it is also something that
needs to be controlled. It also teaches women that, according to Cordelia Candelaria,
“presumably the highborn macho lives happily ever after with his proper family but even if he
doesn‟t, the key point is that he is the one who lives -- not she or the children -- without
permanent social stigma for his conduct” (n.p). The legends of the Weeping or Wailing Woman
have been part of the Mexican and Mexican American psyche for a very long time. These
Lloronas have been around for centuries as part of the culture in both Mexico and the U.S. and
have transcended borders, time and texts.
Representations of La Llorona range from music and coffee labels to literature and film.
Domino Renee Pérez in her book There Was a Woman: La Llorona from Folklore to Popular
Culture explores the cultural representations of La Llorona in different mediums and also
provides a deeper understanding of how she is portrayed in popular culture. These constant shifts
from one space to another reflect the La Llorona‟s multidimensional identity. She is not just the
mother that drowned her children, but the symbolic mother that has been betrayed and now
roams in our memories. She is a constant reminder of the strict gender norms that are produced
and reproduced. Read subversively, though, La Llorona can push these boundaries and question
these cultural norms. Pérez writes that “the cuento, therefore, affirms the sexual agency of
women, while at the same time coding the behavior as dangerous to men because it threatens
male access to and control over women‟s bodies” (28). This aspect of the legend is what makes
it so appealing to Chicanas who have re-interpreted her multifaceted identity in order to push this
figure out of patriarchal bounds.
The Weeping Woman, as part of folklore in both the Mexican and Mexican American
culture, is a tool that socializes both men and women. Legends and folktales, like in many
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cultures around the world, are used to transmit cultural norms and to indoctrinate people into
“proper” gender roles. The two most popular versions of the La Llorona legend are utilized to
teach men that women are dangerous and to teach women to stay at home and be virginal. In
both stories, women have children outside of the sanctity of marriage and are punished for their
promiscuity. Furthermore, this legend has traditionally been transmitted orally. However, Pérez
explains how “folklore was once again the primary means used by cultural groups to convey
their attitudes, beliefs, and concerns, but this form of transmitting cultural knowledge now
competes with other methods. As such, La Llorona is no longer strictly confined to oral
narratives, songs, or plays” (19). This suggests that La Llorona‟s tale is now transmitted though
other mediums. In other words, this traditionally oral tale has found a home in visual culture,
including film.
One new medium that showcases La Llorona is American English language horror films.
While La Llorona has been the central character in Mexican horror films for many decades, for
example one of the first Llorona films in Mexico was La Llorona (1933) directed by Ramon
Peon and La Maldición de La Llorona (1963) directed by Rafael Baledon, La Llorona‟s
incursion in U.S. films, however, is recent. U.S. films starring La Llorona include the 2007 film
The Cry directed by Bernadine Santistevan and Terrence William‟s trilogy The River: Legend of
La Llorona (2006), Curse of La Llorona (2007), and Revenge of La Llorona (2008). The number
of La Llorona horror films in the U.S. seems to be growing perhaps a reflection of the changing
demographics.
In this thesis, I closely analyze two films, The Wailer: La Llorona (2006) directed by
Andrés Navia and The Wailer II: La Llorona 2 (2007) directed by Paul Miller through a Chicana
feminist perspective in order to provide a new vision of horror films as a space where gender and
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race can be deconstructed and analyzed. These two films are interesting in that they provide the
opportunity to not only look at La Llorona‟s evolution through the span of two films but also
how she is portrayed in different horror sub-genres, particularly the slasher. By focusing on the
image of La Llorona, I will specifically look at the virgin/whore dichotomy that is inherently part
of the legend. The virgin/whore split limits women‟s roles since women can either be virginal,
meaning “good” or whores, suggesting “bad.” Through the legend of La Llorona, girls are told
that they should not be out alone at night while men learn that women are dangerous. Through
film, La Llorona can have the power to both recreate and question this dichotomy. The image of
La Llorona in these two horror films moves this legend into another medium. I suggest that it is
important to look at La Llorona in film because films transmit cultural norms just as folktales
and legends did decades ago. The question becomes: does the legend still have the same message
or has La Llorona evolved to teach us something new? Films reach a larger, more diverse,
audience than literature and as such have the power to teach and create cultural representations.
I am not only proposing a feminist reading of these films but a Chicana feminist approach
to the horror genre. Feminist ideology can critique representations of gender and how patriarchal
and dominant norms are part of the filmic discourse both in front of and behind the cameras. The
problems of representation in film are magnified when looking at how Chicanas/ Latinas and
their bodies are often portrayed in film. With a thorough analysis of The Wailer and The Wailer
II, I analyze its presentation of the virgin/whore dichotomy through the filmic representation of
La Llorona and other female characters. In order to do this, I will have to explain gender
(female/femininity) in horror. By combining these fields, Chicana feminism and film studies, and
creating this new methodological framework for reading horror films, I hope to explicate the
importance of looking at the portrayal of Latinas in horror through the image of La Llorona.

5

Representation of Latina/os on Film

Film has the ability to transmit socio-cultural norms and to create new identities. In his
book How to read a film: Movies, Media, Multimedia James Monaco explains that “the main
tradition of American criticism has preferred to see films not so much as products of specific
authors but as evidence of social, cultural, and political currents” (422). Films therefore are
cultural artifacts that can be read to understand the social and political contexts, in which they
are created, as well as to explore how films uphold the status quo or question it. Nevertheless,
bell hooks explicates how “movies do not merely offer us the opportunity to reimagine the
culture we most intimately know on the screen, they make culture” (9). Utilizing hooks‟s
framework here, I suggest that the images and concepts created in film have a deep effect on
societal structures since they can both maintain and/or question social and cultural norms. In the
book Jose, Can You See: Latinos on and off Broadway, Alberto Sandoval-Sánchez explains the
creation of the image of “Latinidad” in the “U.S. cultural collective imagery,” particularly by
analyzing the importance of Carmen Miranda and Desi Arnaz in Hollywood film representations
of Latina/os. (21). Desi Arnaz was the Latino wild musician, usually associated with Cubans,
that spoke broken English while Carmen Miranda was seen as an exotic woman dancing and
singing seductively.
Both Miranda and Arnaz came to symbolize the “authentic” Latina/o in the U.S.
worldview. Yet, as Sandoval-Sánchez states, this is very problematic considering that the
Latina/o population was and is a diverse group linguistically, culturally and racially. As such, he
argues, “within this Anglo-American cultural, racial, and ethnic construction of the “Latin
6

other,” the world of entertainment converges with the world of the sleepy and lazy peon. This
conflation crystallizes how, for Anglo-Americans, the concept of “Latinness” exists as a
conglomeration of all “„Latin‟ things and peoples” (Sandoval-Sánchez 59). In other words, the
complex and diverse images of Latina/os have been flattened into one singular stereotype in U.S.
films and television. Sandoval-Sánchez writes how Miranda and Arnaz function as commodities
to suit U.S. imperialistic needs. As they expanded their reach, commercially and politically to
South America and Cuba, the U.S. utilized these images to publicize Franklin Roosevelt‟s Good
Neighbor Policy that, even though was said to be reciprocal, really exploited Latin American
countries. Yet Sandoval-Sánchez argues that these images can be studied and read subversively
to see that “Miranda‟s and Arnaz‟s performances were loaded with political and ideological
practices, maneuvers and strategies” (21). Perhaps the ability to embody stereotypes while at the
same time question them is one of the most interesting points of analysis regarding portrayal of
Latina/os on film.

Carmen Miranda and Desi Arnaz, Sandoval-Sánchez argues, in many ways epitomize
these stereotypical and problematic images of Latina/os in the U.S. Carmen Miranda, for
example, is seen as "exotic" and really became a commodity where she is a “caricature that not
only embodies the construction of „Latinness‟/ „South Americanness‟ (Sandoval-Sánchez 40).
This is very important considering that Latinas to this day continue to be objectified and
exoticized. Miranda‟s performances became the epitome of “Latinness” in the cultural
landscape. Her image was parodied in a Chiquita banana commercial where a cartoon banana
wearing a fruit hat and jewelry danced samba like music and sang the wonders of Chiquita
bananas. This commercial was set in a tropical jungle once again situating the Latina as exotic
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and wild. The 1940s and 50s were ripe with stereotypical and racist images of minority groups
and women.

As a response to these stereotypes, the Civil Rights movements beginning in the late
1950s fought against cultural stereotypes by questioning the system that perpetuated them and
that oppressed and marginalized a large segment of the population. During the Chicano
Movement of the 1960s and 1970s, art, particularly visual art, played an important role because it
was a way to combat negative and stereotypical images of Chicana/os that were seen on screen.
According to Jason Johansen in his essay “Notes on Chicano Cinema”:

Hollywood cinema is one of intellectual colonization. It attempts to pass off its distorted
realities and values of a ruling class as natural and desirable to Third World peoples,
including Chicanos. It is not a cinema that asks us to pause and reflect on our situation.
Instead, Hollywood films attempt „to take our minds off our daily problems‟ by
pretending to be entertainment creating a feeling of well-being and false sense of security
(305).

Johansen describes the oppressive force of the cinema. It does not create human, multidimensional portrayals of Chicana/os but rather perpetuates stereotypes. Chicana/o authors,
artists, and filmmakers began to counteract these images and to create a new consciousness in
Chicana/os, they create their own cinema. Johansen‟s essay called for action and signaled the arts
as a space that could combat the stereotypes created and perpetuated by Hollywood. Stereotypes
in cultural productions need to be deconstructed to understand where they come from and the
impact they have on the creation of identity in the U.S. This is not to say that representations
should be “positive” but rather multidimensional and layered portrayals of real people that move
8

past the stereotypes and caricatures. Ramírez-Berg defines stereotype as “the act of making
judgments and assigning negative qualities to other individuals or groups” (14). He explains that
“repetition tends to normalize stereotypes” (Ramírez-Berg 23). We see this constant repetition of
stereotypes in the U.S. media including film and television where Latina/os are racialized and
labeled as inferior and foreign. Ramírez-Berg presents six major Latina/o stereotypes including
el bandido, the harlot, the male buffoon, the female clown, the Latin lover, and the dark lady (6877). These stereotypes persist in the media because of their constant repetition and mutations to
adapt to current social, cultural and political events. As time has gone by, these stereotypes have
not disappeared but rather changed along with culture. For example, the bandido is the modern
day gangbanger present in many films.

Stereotypes in cultural productions need to be deconstructed to understand where they
come from and the impact they have on the creation of identity in the U.S. Ramírez-Berg states
we cannot simply study “images of” because there needs to be a contextualization pointing to the
importance of considering factors that lead to stereotypical representations on screen. We have to
examine “Latinism” and understand why Latino identity (within and outside the U.S.) is
constructed the way it is. Like Johansen, Ramírez-Berg calls for an accounting of the structure in
Hollywood. A closer analysis of the different aspects of cinema both behind and in front of the
camera including screen writing, cinematography, directing and casting “are all necessary since
each of these elements „contribute to the totality of the image we call a stereotype‟” (RamírezBerg 5). When looking at horror films, it is also important to consider the historical context in
which they were created. For example, George Romero‟s Night of the Living Dead (1968) was
created in a time of social unrest and racial inequality. Studied within that historical context this
film can be seen as a critique of racial discrimination and the system that perpetuates it. In the
9

case of The Wailer and The Wailer II it is important to look at the objectification and “othering”
of Latina bodies.

The history of Chicano cinema fore grounded the necessity of questioning these
stereotypes. Ramirez Berg cites three “waves” of Chicano cinema the most recent of which
“began in the late 1980s. For the most part it consists of genre films, made either within the
Hollywood system or, if not, adhering closely to the Hollywood paradigm. As such, Third Wave
films do not accentuate Chicano oppression or resistance; ethnicity in these films exists as one
fact of several that shape characters‟ lives and stamp their personalities” (Ramírez-Berg 187).
One of the problems that the current wave of cinema might confront is funding. It is hard to
make movies without major funding and this can compromise the message. Chon Noriega
expresses this concern and writes that “Chicano cinema, however, functions within the two
domains-across Hollywood, independent American, Mexican […] and New Latin American
cinemas” (xxiii). Chicano cinema has to negotiate their politics in order to fund the making and
distribution of films. Part of the negotiating and funding is directly, and most importantly, tied to
the fact that these films also navigate a transborder space. They work between cultural borders
appealing to Latina/o audiences while also trying to find their place in U.S. cinematic landscape.
The Wailer and The Wailer II find themselves navigating these spaces, between Latin America
and the U.S. through their representation of La Llorona in a horror film. They work between
commodifying this icon for a broader “mainstream” appeal and subversively changing the
portrayals of Latinas.

10

Selling Latina/os

Filmmaking is an expensive endeavor. For Latina/os, it can be hard to negotiate between
mainstream recognition, funding and specific political and cultural messages. In my thesis, I
focus particularly on two horror films marketed specifically for the Latina/o market. The Wailer:
La Llorona (2006) written by Rafy Rivera and directed by Andrés Navia and The Wailer II: La
Llorona II (2007) also written by Rafy Rivera, but directed by Paul Miller. Both were originally
produced and distributed by Laguna Productions Inc, which was established in 1993 to cater
specifically to Latina/o consumers, with a Latina/o audience in mind. This intent is clearly stated
on their website: “Laguna became the first studio to identify the growing demands for new
Spanish cinema and spearheaded the creation of original content for distribution throughout
Mexico, Puerto Rico and the continental United States” (Laguna Productions). This “Spanish
cinema” most likely refers to the fact that when they first started most if not all of their titles
were in Spanish. Currently, however, they have films both in English and Spanish aimed to the
Latina/o market.

The direct to DVD format of the film, can be argued, is a format that can be more
accessible to a larger group of people from different socioeconomic backgrounds or people that
prefer renting or buying films. The direct to DVD market is growing rapidly since it is cheap to
make and could be easier to distribute, particularly when you have a niche market. In this case,
the filmmakers are making films for a market labeled as “Latino Home Entertainment” by
Laguna Productions. The direct to DVD or “Latino home entertainment” market allows them to
produce and distribute a larger number of movies for less money. Even though aimed at the
Latina/o market, these films are also available to a wider non-Latina/o audience.
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The negotiation of spaces is explored in the article “Buscando para nuestra latinidad:
Utilizing La Llorona for Cultural Critique,” by Shane T. Moreman and Bernadette Marie
Calafell where they explain how “the Latina/o film- departs from ethnic centered films… toward
a larger mainstream focused on palatable Latina/o genre” (310). The Latina/o film genre,
therefore, has the potential to white wash and alter representations of Latina/os in order to make
them more marketable in the U.S. to white or non-Latino/a audiences while at the same time
maintaining their attraction to a core Latina/o audience who are familiar with Latino/a themes
and language(s). The intended Latina/o audience is crucial to my analysis of The Wailer and The
Wailer II since they provide portrayals of Latinas and of the Mexican culture that vacillate
between perpetuating pervasive stereotypes and subversively questioning them. The films altered
the image of La Llorona to suit not only an American ideology of Latinidad but also a dominant
male view of gender roles.

The commodification of Latina/os goes hand in hand with the Latina/o film since these
films plays off those traditional tropes and stereotypes presented by Charles Ramírez-Berg. Men
are criminals or Latin lovers and women are temptresses. Movies like The Wailer and The Wailer
II are distributed specifically to this market. According to Arlene Dávila, Latino/as are
commodities in the U.S. marketplace since the image of “Hispanics” or “Latina/os” is often
packaged and sold. She focuses not just on outside marketing but how marketing by Latina/os
can also be problematic. These commodified images do not allow representation of Latina/os,
which is multidimensional and encompasses their differing experiences, but rather flattens these.
She explains how “These dual engagements […] turn Hispanic creatives and advertising
professionals into brokers and mediators of preexisting hierarchies of representation as they seek
to shape definitions of „Hispanics‟ that meet both the expectations of their corporate clients and
12

those of their prospective audience of consumers” (Dávila 7). The Wailer and The Wailer II can
be read as defining a new Llorona created by “Hispanic creatives” with the Mexican American
“Spanish speaking” audience in mind. The filmmakers must therefore, make a product that the
Latina/o audience can relate to without alienating other markets. This is of particular importance,
especially if they are looking for funding from Hollywood.
Marketing of Latina/os as foreign “others,” explains Dávila, exists when Latina/os are
seen as a “foreign rather than intrinsic component of U.S. society, culture, and history,
suggesting that the growing visibility of Latino populations parallels an expansion of the
technologies that render them exotic and invisible” (4). Thus, the marketability of Latina/os
centers on the fact that they are foreign and different from American culture and society. This
centers around the definitions of American that includes only white, European, English speaking
people. Any identity that does not fit here is “other” and “safe” only if they are foreign. These
foreign “others” are only dangerous for tourists, like in these two films which serve as cautionary
tales that teach people not to venture to these foreign spaces.

Such exoticization of Latina/o culture is seen in the marketing of the films The Wailer
and The Wailer II. For example in Mission, TX the films are sold at a national major retail store,
Wal-Mart, under the “Español” section even though both films are in English (see Figures 1 and
2). Placement of the films on the store shelves suggest that they are seen as foreign, regardless of
where they were made or what language they are in because the content itself is seen as “other.”
The fact that these movies have a Latina/o subject makes them “foreign “and different. They do
not belong with the “American” horror movies but rather fall outside that label. Most
interestingly, however, is that the exact same films found in the first two stores in the “Español”
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section are also labeled as “Movie Spotlight” in the third location (see Figure 3). This marketing
excludes these movies and their themes from how we see “American.” Like Arnaz and Miranda,
La Llorona is conceptualized as foreign through layout.

Figure 1: Walmart display in Palmview, TX. The Wailer and Wailer II
are pictured on the same row as Ganglands aHistory Channel show
about gangs in the U.S. Neither the movies or the show are in Spanish.
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Figure 2: Wal-Mart display in Sharyland, TX. The Wailer and Wailer II
are once again on the same row as Ganglands and in the section
“Español”
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Figure 3: This display in Edinburg, Texas has virtually all of the same
movies to those pictured above, including The Wailer and The Wailer II
but it is not the “Español” section but rather “Movies Spotlight”. These
movies are presumably of interest to the large Latina/o population.

Feminism in Visual Culture: Race, Gender and Genre
In order to analyze this problematic portrayal it is necessary to read these films through a
Chicana feminist perspective. Moreover, I will utilize feminist film theory to look at of the
representation of gender and race in these films. As Domino Renee Pérez argues in her essay
“Lost in the Cinematic Landscape: Chicanas as Lloronas in Contemporary Film,” “cultural
readers who have been exposed to aspects of La Llorona folklore since childhood [] possess the
ability to read ourselves subversively, when necessary, across texts” (246). Using a Chicana
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feminist framework, therefore, enables Chicanas to explore how this cultural icon questions
normative gender roles and more specifically if these films place women in a stereotypical role.

Stereotypes of Latinas in film range from seductress to comic relief. Sandoval Sanchez
explains how “Latinas are trapped in the stereotypes of angel, virgin, mother, whore, cantinera
(tavern keeper), maid, and, most frequently, vamp, seductress, or spitfire” (28). These
stereotypes, similar to the ones presented by Rámirez-Berg in his book Latino Images in Film,
are limiting portrayals of Latina identity. Chicana feminists have fought against these stereotypes
not only in film but in other cultural productions including art, music and literature. They have
recovered and reconstructed cultural icons, like La Llorona, La Malinche and La Virgen de
Guadalupe that have been utilized to control women. These icons, through the
reconceptualization of Chicanas, now have agency over their stories. They are no longer painted
by a misogynistic brush but rather one that questions the dichotomization of women. In her book
Feminism on the Border: Chicana Gender Politics and Literature, Sonia Saldívar-Hull explains
how Chicanas have to look for sources of representation outside of the usual places:

Because our work has been ignored by the men and women in
charge of the modes of cultural production, we must be innovative
in our search. Hegemony has so constructed the ideas of method
and theory that often we cannot recognize anything that is different
from what the dominant discourse constructs. As a consequence,
we have to look in nontraditional places for our theories: in the
prefaces to anthologies, in the interstices of autobiographies, in
our cultural artifacts (the cuentos), and, if we are fortunate enough
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to have access to a good library, in the essay published in
marginalized journals not widely distributed by the dominant
institutions. (46)
Heeding Saldívar- Hull‟s words, I suggest we look at horror films as a place where Chicana
feminism can be applied when analyzing representations of Chicanas in spaces outside of
literature. My theoretical framework provides an approach that acknowledges both Chicana
feminist and feminist film critique. In her article “Sitios y Lenguas: Chicanas Theorize
Feminisms,” Aida Hurtado delves deeper into the theories of Chicana feminists adding that
“Chicana feminisms are characterized by finding absences and exclusions and arguing from that
standpoint” (135). By looking at these unexplored spaces, Chicanas can take historical figures,
like La Llorona, and place her in a new site. Through this approach, new histories and theories
can be created. The path of Chicana theorists usually leads them to look at marginalization and
see the multiplicity of identities. These identities are constantly changing so the possibility of
creating new ways to use these theories exists. The Chicana feminist looks at issues of gender
but does not ignore race, sexuality and other factors that can and have been used to oppress them.
Gloria Anzaldúa‟s concept of mestiza consciousness is helpful in reading the images of La
Llorona in The Wailer and The Wailer II. This new mestiza consciousness questions and
deconstructs binaries that have caused divisions. Through this mestiza consciousness the image
of La Llorona in horror is analyzed.

To read the films The Wailer and The Wailer II it is also important to consider the horror
genre. Horror movies, in particular, borrow folktales from different cultures, and through their
use of archetypes, like the evil woman, seek to penetrate into our subconscious and scare us by
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reflecting our deepest fears in a very subversive way. Women, like La Llorona in the The Wailer
and The Wailer II, are portrayed as monstrous figures who prey upon the sexuality of others or
who use their sexuality to entice. Pérez explains how La Llorona is “known for her mutable
manifestations, which range from ghostly hag to beautiful seductress, a number of cultural
productions emphasize the latter, thus reinforcing her position as a sexual object and particular
threat to men” (Pérez 25). Horror movies, like folk stories, are passed down from generation to
generation since they all follow a set structure that reflects our inner thoughts.

Horror movies have the ability to problematize what society represses and oppresses. The
slasher subgenre in particular, Carol Clover explains, is very much like folklore since the slasher
films contain “the hallmarks of oral history: the free exchange of themes and motifs, the
archetypal characters and situations, the accumulation of sequels, remakes, imitations” that can
be seen in folklore (70). The Wailer, for example, is interesting because it is a slasher about a
folkloric archetype. Like the oral legend of La Llorona, slasher films and to a larger extent horror
films utilize archetypes and stories in which the audience is familiar with. Therefore, the genre is
an ideal place for the reconstructing of La Llorona. Nevertheless, in a patriarchal society,
sexuality, particularly female sexuality, is one of the greatest and most feared taboos. Sex and
death are an integral part of the horror film genre because “sexual behavior and its ultimate
purpose, children, are quite clearly the antithesis of death. If one is to examine death, then one
must examine sex” (Hogan xii). They are linked through the female body because women,
through childbirth, are able to create life, while the monstrous female, or the uncontrollable
female sexuality, is the killer of masculinity. Horror, then, is constantly concerned with a fear of
women‟s bodies and sexuality that can “castrate” their masculinity. In the films The Wailer and
The Wailer II La Llorona is feared because she represents that monstrous feminine.
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Chapter Outlines

This thesis will analyze how these films, marketed specifically for the Latina/o market,
utilize an important icon not only for the Mexican and Mexican American community. In
Chapter 1 “Chicana Visions of La Llorona” explores La Llorona as a symbol of feminine and
feminist ideals for women. I explore why she is such an important figure in Chicana literature by
providing a broader cultural understanding of La Llorona starting with Octavio Paz and his
description of the three Mexican mothers. The second half of the chapter provides a broader
understanding of the re-conceptualization of La Llorona by Gloria Anzaldúa in her book
Borderlands/La Frontera. Anzaldúa reclaims these women from the grasp of patriarchal
womanhood and through this constructs the new mestiza.

Gloria Anzaldúa provides a framework by which we can read La Llorona as a form of
resistance against oppressive heteronormative values. Anzaldúa reclaims La Llorona from the
grasp of patriarchal norms, and through a new understanding of La Llorona and other feminine
icons, she creates the path to a new mestiza consciousness. I utilize Anzaldúa‟s framework to
further understand the resistance strategies of two works, Sandra Cisneros‟s “Woman Hollering
Creek” and La Llorona on Longfellow Bridge by Alicia Gaspar de Alba. This chapter provides a
deeper understanding of La Llorona as a feminist icon for Chicana writers. La Llorona has been
a strong figure in Chicana literature. La Llorona has been used as a symbol if liberation and
agency by Chicana writers who have taken to task the existing voices in literature and art that
had created a bound/silent Llorona. Before the re configuration by Chicanas, La Llorona‟s
legend was a strong tool for implementing gender roles.
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Chapter Two “The Wailer I: La Llorona as the Slasher” provides a close reading of the
film The Wailer: La Llorona (2006). Through a close reading, I analyze how this horror film
provides a multidimensional portrayal of La Llorona. In this film, La Llorona is a monster that
attacks and slashes her victims. Superficially, this movie depicts La Llorona as a slasher with no
agency. However, if read subversively through a Chicana horror feminist perspective, this movie
can provide a nuanced portrayal of La Llorona. She can be the mother that defends her space
from foreigners that are pushing into her territory. La Llorona in the film also questions
traditional cultural gender roles as well as traditional slasher film tropes that place women as
whores or final girls.
Chapter Three “The Wailer II: La Llorona as Possessor and Possessed Seductress”
provides a close reading of the sequel, particularly the image of La Llorona and objectification of
Latinas in film. This film presents a new perspective of La Llorona since she now has the ability
to possess the body of another woman. Through this possession, La Llorona embodies the
virgin/whore dichotomy. This sequel provides a more problematic reading of La Llorona in
horror since the plot centers around the conflict between the “good” girl that must be saved and
the “seductress” that has possessed her and “forced her to break proper gender roles. Through a
Chicana horror feminist reading I question how this film breaks and perpetuates the virgin/whore
dichotomy and objectification of Latinas.

Finally in the Afterward, I put in conversation The Wailer and The Wailer II specifically
their representations of La Llorona and the wider implications these have. Through a new
Chicana horror feminism, horror films can be deconstructed and analyzed focusing primarily on
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the images of Latina/os and the “othering” of Latina/os in the U.S. through their representations
in this genre.
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CHAPTER I
CHICANA VISIONS OF LA LLORONA
One of the most widely known legends, especially along the border, is the legend of La
Llorona. The legend is traditionally used to train girls and boys into “acceptable” gender norms.
There are many versions out there but most have similar components. There is a woman, usually
young and beautiful, that has children, sometimes outside of marriage. The man who often is an
Anglo either leaves her for another woman or because the children aren‟t his. She, wanting to
keep him or get revenge, decides to kill her children, drowning them in the closest canal or river.
After their deaths she realizes what she has done and is now forced to roam this watery grave
looking for her lost children. Here is where the legend gets interesting, some say she is looking
for children, especially little girls that are out at night. The other legend presents a Llorona that,
like a siren, looks for men that are out at night and entices them to leave their home. Through
this legend, girls are taught that they should not be out alone since they have to be “niñas
decentes.” Being out at night by yourself implies you are looking for the forbidden. For men, La
Llorona becomes the representation of women that should be feared. Women cannot be trusted
since their intention is to seduce men and lead them down the wrong path. This applies to
women, like La Llorona, who are out at night by themselves.
This chapter will explore how La Llorona has become both a symbol of feminine and
feminist ideals for Chicanas. I will explore why she is such an important figure in Chicana
literature by providing a broader cultural understanding of La Llorona starting with a critique of
Octavio Paz and his description of the three Mexican mothers. We will follow La Llorona‟s
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crossing from Mexico to the U.S. and from a symbol of oppression for women to one of
liberation and feminist ideals. This migration set the stage for her adoption into Chicano
nationalist rhetoric which placed her as the bad mother, next to the traitor La Malinche. Chicana
authors have re-theorized La Llorona, along with La Malinche and The Virgen of Guadalupe, in
their poetry, prose and essays in an attempt to unshackle her from the patriarchal chains of
Mexican and Chicano nationalism. For the purpose of my research, however, I focus on the
image of La Llorona in the creative works of Alicia Gaspar de Alba and Sandra Cisneros. This
chapter will also provide a wider understanding of the re-conceptualizing of La Llorona by
Gloria Anzaldúa in her book Borderlands/La Frontera since Anzaldúa reclaims iconic women,
like La Llorona, La Malinche and the Virgen de Guadalupe from the grasp of patriarchal women
and through this reconceptualization constructs the “new mestiza.”
I will finish the chapter by putting La Llorona in conversation with La Malinche in the
works of both Gloria Anzaldúa and Norma Alarcón in order to shift the dominant discourse of
this figure away from the common conflation of these two images into one body, particularly the
body of a traitor, which is prevalent in literary representations of La Llorona by male authors.
Gloria Anzaldúa in her book Borderlands/La Frontera provides a reading of La Llorona that
forms part of the identity building process as she creates the theoretical framework of a new
mestiza consciousness. Anzaldúa‟s re-interpretation of La Llorona can guide the understanding
of two Chicana authors that also reflect on this icon, Alicia Gaspar de Alba and Sandra Cisneros.
La Llorona is one of the icons that make up the trinity of Chicana feminism along with
La Virgen de Guadalupe and La Malinche. These three “mothers,” as Gloria Anzaldúa calls
them, are constantly reconstructed in this borderlands space. Chicana writers in the U.S. have
made it a project to reclaim these three figures from an oppressive cultural framework that keeps
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them bound to a place -- in the cultural consciousness -- where they have no agency. This trinity
has traditionally been utilized to subjugate and silence women and indoctrinate men into
normative masculinity. Anzaldúa writes that La Virgen was used to “make us docile and
enduring, la Chingada to make us ashamed of our Indian side, and la Llorona to make us long
suffering people” (53). These icons of patriarchy and heteronormativity, however, have been
reclaimed by Chicanas, deconstructed and re-analyzed through a new historical perspective that
no longer denies the feminine identity. Each one has come to represent different aspects of
women‟s identities.
Las Tres Madres: La Virgen, La Llorona and La Malinche

Perhaps the most recognizable and problematic of the three because of the way she is
worshipped by both men and women is La Virgen de Guadalupe. She is one of the most iconic
representations of both the Mexican and Chicano culture and has come to represent the “good”
and virginal mother that all women should be. This impossible standard forms a part of the
virgin/whore dichotomy that limits women‟s roles in society. If women failed to be pure and
chaste, i.e. if they were not (could not) be like La Virgen, then they were automatically
considered the “other,” a whore. La Virgen, through the reconceptualization of Chicanas,
however, has become a source of empowerment. Chicanas have chiseled away at this romantic
and limiting view of La Virgen through literature, art and film including Yolanda López‟s
triptych that places three women, grandmother, mother and artist as La Virgen. This positions La
Virgen as a relatable woman, it humanizes her. By making La Virgen a flesh and blood woman,
and not some distant symbol, López breaks the dichotomy and gives La Virgen her sexuality
back.
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Like La Virgen, La Llorona has been reinterpreted by Chicanas in multiple art forms. For
example, Anzaldúa presents a new vision of La Llorona by exploring her indigenous past. She
extrapolates the Aztec female pantheon that had been buried under centuries of patriarchal
discourse. She explains how “the male-dominated Azteca-Mexica culture drove the powerful
female deities underground by giving them monstrous attributes and by substituting male deities
in their place, thus splitting the female Self and the female deities” (49). The Aztecs created a
shift in the pantheon, whereby women were labeled as monstrous and different. Women were
divided and this split initiated the virgin/whore dichotomy.

The female deities were turned into grotesque monsters to be feared or as desexed deities
to be revered. As Anzaldúa explains, the Spaniards “completed the split begun by the Nahuas by
making la Virgen de Guadalupe/Virgen María into chaste virgins and Tlazoltectl/Coatlicue/ La
Chingada into putas” (50). This virgin/whore dichotomy that began with the Aztecs has been part
of the Mexican and Mexican American culture for centuries and women have been bound to
these norms. These gender roles situate women in the home as mothers and wives and create a
binary that allows for the objectification and reverence of women who were considered objects
that could be owned in every sense of the word. This split according to Anzaldúa also finished
desexing the Aztec deity Coatlalopeuh and created the cult of „La Virgen Morena‟ or La Virgen
de Guadalupe. La Llorona, like the Virgen before her, was also preceded by an Aztec deity. She
is linked to Cihuacoatl by Anzaldúa who expands on this connection and states that “la Jila is
Cihuacoatl, Snake Woman; she is la Llorona, Daughter of Night, traveling the dark terrains of
the unknown searching for the lost parts of herself. I remember la Jila following me once,
remember her eerie lament. I‟d like to think that she was crying for her lost children, los
Chicanos/ mexicanos” (60).
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La Jila-Cihuacoatl -- La Llorona are all searchers who predicted and cry for the fall of
their metaphorical children. In the case of Cihuacoatl, it is the Aztec, and in the case of la
Llorona, it is the Chicana/os that are lost to her. It is important for Anzaldúa to maintain these
historical deities since through this process of recuperation the Weeping Woman, reclaimed by
the New Mestiza consciousness, can break the virgin/whore dichotomy.

In the case of La Malinche, she has come to represent the ultimate traitor since, as the
legend goes, she betrayed the indigenous people by aiding a Spaniard, Cortez in the conquest of
the Aztecs. The Aztecs, according to this reading of La Malinche, were defeated because she
translated for the Spaniards and opened the door for them to form alliances with other indigenous
groups against the Aztecs. Her ultimate betrayal, though, is giving birth to a mestizo, not only
did she give up her culture, but also her body. For this, she has been punished in the Mexican and
Mexican American consciousness by becoming the symbol of ultimate betrayal. For many,
including the Mexican author Octavio Paz, La Malinche is considered “La Chingada,” the fucked
one, who allowed herself to be used by a man.

In his book, The Labyrinth of Solitude, Octavio Paz theorizes and tries to explain why
and how “the” Mexican identity was constructed. His in depth analysis of the Mexican psyche,
however, does not allow women to be part of the identity construction process except in
subtractive ways. The Mexican identity is fraught with complications due to a long history of
conquest and colonization. In his book he traces this history of conquest and colonization and
explains how these events still have an effect on the Mexican consciousness. The Mexican
identity, explains Paz, is intrinsically linked to this history of colonization, and most importantly,
to the relationship between Hernán Cortés and Malinalli/La Malinche. They are, in fact,
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relegated to being one of the three Mexican mothers; La Llorona, La Virgen and La Malinche.
From this position, they are only bodies that have been colonized but do not have agency or
national identity. They are only used to explain and be blamed for the development of the
Mexican male identity. The “feminine,” in this construction, has no additive qualities but rather
subtracts from the “masculine.” In his book he explains how “En suma, chingar es hacer
violencia sobre otro…lo chingado es lo pasivo, lo inerte, y abierto, por oposición a lo que chinga,
que es activo, agresivo y cerrado. El chingón es el macho, el que abre. La chingada, la hembra, la
pasividad pura, inerme ante el exterior” (100)i.
Here, the feminine is always la chingada, the fucked and to be male is to be powerful. Paz
explains how La Malinche is also known as La Chingada since she, through her body and her
voice, enabled the destruction of the Aztecs. She is literally and metaphorically considered “the
fucked one” that allowed for the rape of her body and her culture. In Paz, there is a strong
connection between La Llorona and La Malinche. Legends explain how after Hernán Cortés, the
Spanish conquistador, threatens to leave her and take their kids with him, La Llorona/Malinche
decides to drown her children to prevent their loss. The merging of these two legends allows for
La Malinche and La Llorona to be seen as the ultimate cultural traitors by writers like Octavio
Paz. His discourse keeps these icons of femininity locked in a space and place where they cannot
defend themselves against these accusations and where they are constantly “chingadas” who do
not own their body and do not have agency. The constant assaults on these icons, along with the
veneration of the Virgin Mary, maintain strict gender norms that permit, and sometimes
encourage, the objectification, displacement and disposability of women and their bodies.
In his novella The Legend of La Llorona, Rudolfo Anaya conflates the image of La
Llorona with La Malinche. The story re-writes the legend of La Malinche by giving her point of
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view. Beginning in pre-conquest times, Anaya explains the history of human sacrifices and the
religious beliefs of the Aztecs. After the conquest, La Malinche is given to Hernán Cortés by her
mother. La Malinche, in Anaya‟s story, falls in love with Cortez and rises to some prominence.
They have two boys who learn the traditional Aztec religion and way of life thanks to Marina.
However, Cortez decides he needs to take the boys to Spain where they will leave behind their
culture and become “real” men. Marina cannot let this happen and after much internal struggle
decides it is best to sacrifice her children so that they will not be absorbed into Spanish culture.
After the murder, she explains “my sons were to be made slaves, and I paid for their liberation
dearly. Now they are dead…but other sons of Mexico will rise against you and avenge this deed.
The future will not forgive any of us.” (89). La Malinche, thus, becomes La Llorona crying for
the children she had to kill in order to save but also wailing to awaken the Mexican people to
revolt against their oppressor. Through this reconfiguration of two historic figures Anaya gives
them a justification for the ultimate sacrifice any mother could commit. They, however, are still
represented as victims and are also traitors who will not be forgiven for their actions. La
Malinche/Llorona in this story still exists in the patriarchal world Paz created because she was
betrayed and in the end is still blamed. Cortez, the absentee father of the mestizos, is not
punished for his actions nor has history punished him. Rather La Malinche/Llorona is punished
for betraying her people.
Norma Alarcón, in her pivotal article “Traddutora, Traditora: A Paradigmatic Figure of
Chicana Feminism,” directly critiques Paz‟s appropriation of these icons, an act also embodied
by Anaya‟s writings. She argues that Paz continues a discourse in his book that blames La
Malinche for the mestizo‟s identity problems. He moves Malintzin/ La Malinche to make her
“the Mexican people‟s primeval mother, albeit the raped one. To repudiate her, he argues, is to
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break the past, to renounce the „origins‟” (65). As Alarcón explains, Paz is situating La Malinche
and Cortez as mythological figures that created the Mexican people. La Malinche loses her
historical context and becomes the symbol of not only mother, but of the raped and unwilling
mother that through her complacency is responsible for the suffering of the Mexican people. The
recuperation of this history by Chicanas is a necessary process to break the archetypes created
through these figures.
Once again, La Llorona is viewed only as a tool to teach boys that women are not to be
trusted since their sexuality is dangerous. Perhaps the most archetypal image of La Llorona in
Chicana/o literature is the one created by Rudolfo Anaya in his book Bless Me, Ultima. In this
story, La Llorona is a character that keeps Antonio from trouble. The book is a “coming-of-age”
story where the male protagonist, Antonio, searches for his identity. His parents give him two
options: his mother wants him to be a priest while his father wants him to be a vaquero where he
will be free to travel. Antonio is presented with a third option when Ultima, an elderly curandera,
comes to his house. She becomes his mentor and teaches him about life. In this story, La Llorona
is a threat to the safety of the main character. Once again, she is cast as the “spook” ready to
teach children how to follow the gender norms created by the culture. In this story, La Llorona is
a particular threat to men since she is “the old witch who cries along the river banks and seeks
the blood of boys and men to drink” (23). La Llorona is like a succubus that will drain them of
their life and energy if they stray too far from their homes and families. In her article “The
Function of the La Llorona motif in Rudolfo Anaya‟s Bless Me, Ultima, Jane Rogers writes “the
la llorona motif emerges in his experiences with nature. La Llorona is the ambivalent presence
of the river which Antonio fears and yet which he senses a sharing of his own soul and a mystic
peace” (65). For Antonio, La Llorona must be feared but also respected because of her ties with
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nature. This tie with nature is what makes her dangerous and unpredictable, like the ancient
Aztec deities, she is not ruled by patriarchy. This in some ways connects her with Anzaldúa‟s
indigenous reconstruction but differs because she has no redeeming qualities.
The characters fear that this creature, La Llorona, can be their equal or superior by
symbolically taking their life force from them by “taking their blood.” Fear of castration and
subjugation, a constant in the book, is very similar to image of La Llorona in the film The Wailer
II. In both texts, she is a seductress that entices men. She is the cucuy that keeps the protagonist
from straying. Antonio fears her cries and fears for the safety of his brothers who fall under her
siren cry. La Llorona, the temptress, can draw his brothers away from him and into vices like
drinking and easy women. This fear pushes him away from La Llorona, the archaic mother, and
leads him to self-discovery in the arms of Ultima, the comforting/nurturing mother. Antonio
never truly confronts La Llorona thus he is “saved” and can become a good man. The rejection
of La Llorona, therefore, a symbolic rejection of the monstrous feminine.
Chicano Worldview and Malinchismo
In the Chicano Movement, La Llorona as a representation of feminine strength was also
excluded. La Llorona, along with Guadalupe and La Chingada, are, through this process of
socialization, roped down and bound to a virgin/whore dichotomy that is used to control women
and socialize men. During the Chicano movement, these three icons were incorporated into the
Chicano worldview. Women were expected to be pure and supportive, like La Virgen or
suffering mothers like La Llorona. During the Chicano movement, this view of La Malinche was
imposed on women who wanted to participate in the Chicano movement but who also critiqued
gender inequality both inside and outside the movement. These women were labeled
“Malinchistas” since they were seen as “selling out” the Chicano cause for their own selfish
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interests. They were also considered traitors since the notion of gender equality was deemed a
white feminist ideal.
In this way, La Malinche was used by Chicano males to label women that wanted gender
inequalities to be addressed during the movement. The epic poem “I Am Joaquin” by Rodolfo
“Corky” Gonzalez was fundamental in the creation of a new Chicano nationalist identity. In the
poem, we see women portrayed only as the good mother (virgin) or the wailing mother
(Llorona). She is allowed only to cry for her fallen children or to pray for them. There is no
space for agency outside of these acceptable norms. He writes:
I am in the eyes of woman,
sheltered beneath
her shawl of black,
deep and sorrowful eyes
that bear the pain of sons long buried or dying,
dead on the battlefield or on the barbed wire of social strife.
Her rosary she prays and fingers endlessly
like the family working down a row of beets
to turn around and work and work.
There is no end.
Her eyes a mirror of all the warmth
and all the love for me,
and I am her
and she is me.
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In this poem, the woman is only allowed to see the injustices and her only voice is through
prayer or crying (llorando). The woman in this stanza is relegated to a one dimensional caricature
of motherhood that unconditionally prays and loves her children. The fact that women in the
Chicano movement were relegated to these two stereotypical roles, the virgin/mother or the
whore/traitor, speaks volumes to the history of machismo and oppression in the Mexican and
Chicano community. Alarcón explains:
the Chicanos, like the Mexicans, wanted to recover the origins.
However, many Chicanos emphasized the earlier nationalistic
interpretations of Malintzín as the traitorous mediator who should
be expelled from the community rather than accepted, as Paz and
Fuentes had suggested. In their quest for "authenticity" Chicanos
often de-sired the silent mediator-Guadalupe, the unquestioning
transmitter of tradition and deliverer from oppression. (70)
The perfect women should be silent and only an object that perpetuates the culture. Chicanos, in
trying to fight against assimilation and oppression, relearned the forgotten indigenous and
Mexican history. This process, however, excluded women and favored a masculine, warrior like
world view inspired by images of the strong Aztec prince. Forgotten were female deities and
warriors. Women that questioned this worldview and who would speak up and against these
gender roles that relegated them to the home were labeled as Malinchistas and excluded. The
virgin/whore dichotomy was solidified in the movement and the women were encouraged to
create/procreate in order for the movement to be successful as seen in the literature, art and
theater of the movement.
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La Llorona is placed in between La Virgen and La Malinche in this new Chicano
worldview. She can be the mother that prays and cries for her children, the Chicanos, or she is
the traitor that wails and hollers against this new system of oppression. Both place her as a
suffering being that imposes this suffering on others. According to Anzaldúa, she is also a
combination of La Virgen and La Malinche, which means she has characteristics of the kind,
nurturing mother as well as the raped/traitor mother. One is worshipped, the other vilified. By
being a mix of both, La Llorona is allowed a multiplicity that allows her to navigate through
borders. Through a nuanced understanding of La Llorona this multiplicity is visible. In the
Chicano movement, though, La Llorona is rejected just like Antonio did in Bless Me, Ultima. We
can see the dichotomy in the films The Wailer and The Wailer II where La Llorona is feared.
Chicanas Re-write History
Through a Chicana feminist reading we can acknowledge that La Llorona‟s multifaceted
characteristics allow for a representation of femininity that is fuller. La Llorona is an important
icon, and she can be used when applying a new Chicana horror methodology since La Llorona is
multidimensional, she is death and life, mother, sinner, killer, wife and lover. By breaking those
chains of patriarchy, Anzaldúa along with Alicia Gaspar de Alba and Sandra Cisneros provide a
representation of La Llorona as having agency. Through their reconfigurations they have allowed
for a space where La Llorona can exist outside of this dichotomy and move from a place of
immobility to one where she can act and react to her surroundings.
Chicana writers in the U.S. have made it a project to reclaim La Llorona, La Malinche
and La Virgen de Guadalupe from an oppressive cultural framework that keeps them bound to a
place in the cultural consciousness where they have no agency. These three cultural icons are so
important that, Infinite Divisions: An Anthology of Chicana Literature edited by Tey Diana
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Rebolledo and Eliana S. Rivero, contains a section titled “Myths and Archetypes in Latina
Literature.” The introduction to this section explains how “the image of La Llorona, the weeping
woman, brought together both Indian and Spanish folklore and legend. In both cultures, there
were prevalent images of women who either had their children murdered and could not rest
thereafter, whose spirits continued to roam, appearing to those who rode or walked deserted
roads, particularly crossroads” (192). La Llorona, in Chicana literature, fulfills many roles and in
the anthology, Rebolledo lists three important ones. She is the “Nahuatl deity who had lifegiving and life-destroying abilities,” the mother that cries for her Chicana/os “lost because of
their assimilation into the dominant culture” and finally she is also a representation of the
“unpredictability of nature. For Chicanas, La Llorona represents mourning for their lost culture,
their lost selves” (193-194). Chicanas have re-represented La Llorona as a way to gain control
over women‟s destiny. La Llorona, however, can also be the bridge and the tongue that allows
Chicanas to cross the borders that keep them bound to patriarchal norms. Through her they can
create bridges and cry out.
In her poem “La Llorona,” Naomi Quiñonez reinterprets the traditional role of La
Llorona. She is both victim and attacker. Quiñonez sees herself in La Llorona and understands
why she killed her children. She is “La madre who grieves --at bringing children into a world ---that may destroy them -- and will kill them” (Rebolledo 219). This ultimate sacrifice makes La
Llorona strong. She has sacrificed her own happiness to save her children from a horrible fate,
worse than death. Quiñonez, in this poem, explains how those that “respect vulnerability-and
draw from her strength” can be at peace with La Llorona and who she truly is. It is from this
space of openness and understanding that we can see La Llorona as not only a mother but a
“madrebendita-la mujerfuerte-la putamadre-la soldadera-la indiaamorosa” (Rebolledo 219). All
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these women have been historically oppressed and have had their “children” metaphorically
speaking subjugated. La Llorona has become the “contradiction-of life and death” like the
ancient Aztec goddesses who, because of their ability to hurt and heal, were feared and loved.
Quiñonez encourages the reader to open themselves to a representation of La Llorona who can
no longer hurt us but rather guide us by showing us her strength and her sacrifice.
Quinonez‟s poem is important because it offers a portrayal of La Llorona similar to that
of Anaya. However, in this poem, the poetic voice does not run away from her. Instead, she stops
and faces La Llorona since only by facing La Llorona does the poetic voice face her fears and
see the strength La Llorona represents. In this poem, the figure of La Llorona can be seen as a
bridge between the Chicano patriarchal and nationalist representation of La Llorona to the
Chicana feminist theorization of this figure.

In her book La Llorona on the Longfellow Bridge: Poetry y otras movidas, Alicia Gaspar
de Alba creates a Llorona that travels with her and represents the “borderlands.” This poetry
collection, and the interpretation of La Llorona it provides, is significant because it encapsulates
Anzaldúa‟s description of both the borderlands and mestiza consciousness. The legend of la
Llorona in these borderlands is not tied to gendered and cultural norms but is free to create new
voice. In her book La Llorona on the Longfellow Bridge: Poetry y otras movidas, Alicia Gaspar
de Alba also writes to and about La Llorona situating her in the borderlands. De Alba, who is
originally from the Ciudad Juarez- El Paso border, has experienced this border and as such
understands the cry of the women trapped in this place by an “unnatural division.”

The book is organized chronologically tracing her travels from Iowa City to El Paso:
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from the border to each of these places, I have constructed a
bridge, and at each bridge, I have seen La Llorona. She goes with
me everywhere. To change an old adage a bit: you can take the girl
out of the border, but you can‟t take the border out of the girl. To
me, la Llorona is the border. She is the voice and the soul and the
grief of the border. She is my mother. She is my duende. (x)
La Llorona, for de Alba, is not just a symbol but an identity that is situated in a specific place and
cultural experience. La Llorona becomes the voice for those living within the borderlands that
would otherwise be silent. She is configured as strength for people that are lost and marginalized,
especially women who have experienced atrocities on the border. In the poetry section “Land of
the Dead,” De Alba includes poems inspired by the borderlands experience. In her poem “Witch
Museum,” she documents the constant contact of life and death on the border. She explains how
“the border between life and death is called the Rio Bravo” (105). This space, because of the
history of oppression, war and abuses, is a site where life and death are constantly touching.
These women and their families are the modern day Lloronas that Gaspar De Alba speaks of in
her poetry.
She expands on this point, in her poem “Kyrie Eleison for La Llorona,” where La
Llorona now cries a “midnight cry for the graveyard shift and a paycheck at the maquila” (108).
Here La Llorona comes to also embody the women pushed to work in the maquiladoras created
by of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Due to this, a brief look at the
significance of the maquiladoras for the border culture, particularly in Ciudad Juarez is
important. NAFTA went into effect in 1993-94. This lead to the creation of many maquiladoras
in Ciudad Juarez. NAFTA allows for companies to keep mass production up while maintaining
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low costs. When the factories first opened, they began hiring women and still continue to do so.
A year later, the first body was found in the desert. Estimates differ but about 500 women have
been killed while many more, some have the number in the thousands, have disappeared. With
that short stanza, “midnight cry for the graveyard shift and a paycheck at the maquila,” De Alba
situates La Llorona in this modern day context. These particular border Lloronas must face the
“dust devils” that “come to feast on the bones of the girls in blue smocks, three hundred dead
women and counting” (105). The femicides along the border have once again created objects out
of women and tried to silence their voices. They are not silent, though, and through their cries,
these Lloronas, expose the injustices faced along the border. Through marches and vocal
complaints of the families of the murdered and disappeared voice and visibility are garnered to
those who cannot speak for themselves anymore. Like the Aztec women before them crying for
the fallen, the families have come together to expose the hypocrisy, corruption, and racism that
have allowed the femicides to go unpunished. Through this acquired agency, these women are
the embodiment of modern day Lloronas.
Similarly, Anzaldúa explores how La Llorona exists as a connection to the ancient
Aztecs, as the symbol of the wailing women:
La Llorona‟s wailing in the night for her lost children has an
echoing note in the wailing or mourning rites performed by women
as they bade their sons, brothers and husbands good-bye before
they left to go to the “flowery wars.” Wailing is the Indian,
Mexican and Chicana woman‟s feeble protest when she has no
other recourse. These collective wailing rites may have been a sign
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of resistance in a society which glorified the warrior and war and
for whom the women of the conquered tribes were booty. (55)
The wailing was the only sign of resistance allowed to these women. As such, the wailing, which
was now performed by La Llorona was also an act of agency. Through this cry, La Llorona, and
other women like those of Ciudad Juarez, can voice their frustration against the injustices and
senseless deaths of their loved ones.

Figure 4: The cover for Alicia Gaspar de Alba‟s
book La Llorona on Longfellow Bridge. Poetry y
otras Movidas. The cover art by Alma López
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The art piece that was chosen for the book cover “La Llorona Desperately Seeking
Coyolxauhqui in Juarez” by Alma López is a captivating visual representation of the icon La
Llorona and the Juarez femicides. This image also creates a link between the indigenous past,
Coyolxauhqui, the legend of La Llorona and the women of Juarez. Coyolxauhqui was the
daughter of Coatlicue and, as the legend goes, she was mutilated by her brother Huitzilopochtli,
the god of war and her brother, and thrown into the sky to create the moon. This image has been
adopted by many Chicana feminists, including Alma López, and has been used as a way to
reclaim the body and fight against the abuses of the colonizing powers. The fact that La Llorona
is searching for Coyolxauhqui represents the fight of the women on Juarez as represented by her
pink dress, the color used in the Juarez campaign symbolized by a pink background with a black
cross. The bruises on her body, neck wrists and mouth, are a vivid reminder of the real pain
women experience in the borderlands. What is interesting about the image, though, is that we can
also see La Virgen de Guadalupe in her pose. By having her arms extended alongside her body,
palms facing out and her eyes down along with the veil López reminds us of the virgin/whore
dichotomy that has allowed the objectification and destruction of women‟s bodies. La Llorona is
“desperately” seeking Coyolxauhqui to learn from her, she has gone through this pain, by finding
her; this lost Llorona will gain her knowledge and her strength.
La Llorona also becomes the link to culture and home. She is a constant that, through her
agency, keeps us in the metaphorical, if not always physical, borderlands from which we can
(re)construct identities. For Gaspar de Alba, La Llorona is a representation of border culture and
her experience there. In her story “Name that Border,” she traces the history of her own name
and explains how her name variations have also altered her life and her personality. She was
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named Teyali, after her mother but when her parents were divorced “the blame was, naturally,
placed on my mother, accused of being a bad wife and a bad mother” (69). She lost her name and
her mother. In this story, however, Gaspar de Alba becomes La Llorona when in her dreams,
“the ocean is my mother and I can‟t reach her” (73). Gaspar de Alba cannot reach her mother,
separated by water, so she must cry for her. Here, the narrator is La Llorona. Kept away from her
mother and thus her past because of her mother was labeled as a “bad woman.” Her name,
Teyali, is changed to erase that link with her mother and erase the link with her indigenous past
which are reclaimed trough La Llorona. By situating herself as La Llorona, de Alba does not let
her mother go. She, like La Llorona, is crying but in her case she cries for her lost “mother
culture,” for her original name. In her dreams and in her reality, there is a fence that keeps her
from reaching the other side. This image of water and fences creates new images of La Llorona
situating her in the real life experiences for the women living in the borderlands.
These different aspects of La Llorona guide Alicia Gaspar de Alba in her own personal
journey through the borderlands. Through her reinterpretation of this icon, she provides women
with a way to break free of previously stated social norms. For Gaspar de Alba, La Llorona
represents of border culture and her experience there.
Finally, in the writing of Sandra Cisneros, we see the birth of the hollering Llorona that
cries out of happiness, not sadness. La Llorona is “voice” in the short story “Woman Hollering
Creek” from the book of the same name by Cisneros. This short story follows Cleofilas, a
Mexican woman married to an abusive man in Seguin, Texas. Cleofilas had dreamed she would
marry and live the life of telenolevas; instead, her life is a soap opera that just keeps getting
sadder and sadder. Unable to speak out and too embarrassed to go back home to her father.
Instead she suffers in silence. The first time Juan Pedro, her husband, hits her, she is speechless,
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“she could think of nothing to say, said nothing. Just stroked the dark curls of the man who wept
and would weep like a child, his tears repentance and shame, this time and each” (Cisneros 48).
Cleofilas doesn‟t even cry but instead becomes almost like a mother to this “child” crying on her
lap. In the story, Cleofilas hears La Llorona calling for her from the small creek under the bridge
of the same name “woman hollering.” This renaming of La Llorona is important since she is no
longer crying but rather “hollering” against the patriarchy that has abused Cleofilas both
physically and emotionally. As her romantic vision of love and marriage falls apart, her
depression increases and she comes closer to the Hollering Woman through her proximity to the
river. Saldívar-Hull explains the significance of water in this particular story:
both Cleofilas and La Llorona are drawn to water. Instead of using the traditional (male)
Freudian equation of water with birth and rebirth (actually birth of men by men), it seems
more appropriate to turn to a female source: the Aztec goddesses associated with water.
What we find transforms the water motif into a site where women can find refuge from
the forces of hegemony (121)
In “Woman Hollering Creek,” Cisneros shifts the symbolism of the water away from the
traditional male centered imagery to one that privileges a feminine world view. In this space, La
Llorona, or the Hollering Woman, is not something to fear and run away from but rather a source
of strength and agency for Cleofilas who in the end identifies with her. It is through her that
Cleofilas finds a voice and the courage to leave. La Llorona is not “hollering” from “anger or
pain” but is laughing at her newfound freedom and agency.

By crossing from Mexico to the U.S. and from a symbol of oppression for women to one
of liberation and feminist ideals, La Llorona has become a strong icon in Chicana feminism.
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Chicana authors have re-theorized La Llorona, along with La Malinche and The Virgen of
Guadalupe (the holy trinity), in their poetry, prose and essays in an attempt to unshackle her from
the patriarchal chains of Mexican and Chicano nationalism she is controlled by. Through the
close analysis of the image of La Llorona in the works of Alicia Gaspar de Alba, Sandra
Cisneros and Gloria Anzaldúa we can see this shift. La Llorona comes to represent the
multilayered aspects of women‟s lives. She can represent their voice/agency; express their pain,
anger and liberation. La Llorona is not good or bad, but both. She is the mother that leaves her
children and the daughter that is kept from her mother. She also recovers her daughters and sons,
recovers her indigenous past. This Llorona becomes a strong representation of both femininity
and feminism. What happens, though, when she leaves the page for the screen, in horror films,
does she still have the same agency?

i

In short, to fuck someone is to do violence on another ... the fucked is the passive, inert, and open entity as
opposed to the entity that is the fucker, who is active, aggressive and closed. The fucker is the male/ masculine, he
is the opener. The fucked, is the female, purely passive, what is most inner no contact with exterior.
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CHAPTER II

RE-CASTING LA LLORONA:

SLASHERS, VIRGINS AND FEMINISM IN THE WAILER: LA LLORONA

Guided by strumming guitars, the camera pans over a van driving on a mountain road
hidden by trees. In the span of two minutes, the trailer for the 2006 horror movie, The Wailer: La
Llorona, introduces a standard horror film plot where six friends, and college students, Andrew,
Mike, Jake, Michelle, Ashley, and Julie are spending their vacation in a small town in Mexico.
They, having nowhere to stay, decide to trust Juan, a local, who offers to rent them a secluded
cabin where they can keep their party going. After a long trip into the mountains they arrive at
the cabin where La Llorona haunts and kills them. However, the trailer differs from other horror
films with its prevailing use of flamenco music, which interrupts the otherwise clichéd dialogue.
Typical horror film trailers have instrumental music, usually violin or piano such as the iconic
theme music for the Halloween franchise, or loud rock. This trailer moves away from that
pattern. Guitars strumming pierces through the scenes as the camera pans from mountainous
landscapes to the six co-eds drinking tequila. As Jake, the token African American and Michelle,
the curly haired brunette, are kissing the sound of maracas and fast acoustic guitar strums
escalate. The music abruptly becomes mechanical after La Llorona attacks. The trailer ends with
blood red letters The Wailer La Llorona (see Figure 5).
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Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of the trailer, though, is the last two seconds at the end
of the film when the title appears. The red, bloody words appear on a basic black background.
The font drips off the screen emphasize the horror, and the bloodshed, the viewer has just
witnessed and which they can expect to see in the full-length film. The title is reminiscent of
grindhouse American horror films that were created during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s.This
sub-genre of horror is usually labeled “exploitative” since it (ab) used excessive violence and
sex. A classic example is the trailer to the Italian film Cannibal Holocaust (1980) where the
blood-red letters appear on the screen after the brutal murder of one of the characters. The
lettering seen in the trailer, though, is also reminiscent of Mexican horror films made around the
same time. These Mexican films were also “exploitation” like their American counterparts but
they differed in their use of traditional Mexican icons such as wrestlers and Aztec mummies. For
example the film La Venganza de La Llorona stars the Mexican wrestler El Santo who fights and
defeats La Llorona.
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Figure 5: Trailer for La Llorona: The Wailer

These various aspects of the trailer, the music and the imagery, open the door for a close
reading of the film that considers its Latina/o and non-Latina/o audience as well as the
implication the film has for both. Written by Rafy Rivera and directed by Andrés Navia, the film
utilizes its title character, La Llorona most likely because she is a symbol that most Latina/o
audiences are familiar with. The narrative is framed within the slasher genre, which is a
traditional American horror sub-genre. By using the cultural icon of La Llorona that many
Latino/a audiences would be familiar with within a typical American slasher film context, the
film aims to retain their core Latina/o audience while at the same time appeal to non-Latina/os by
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producing a slasher film in English. In what follows, I provide a close reading of the film, in
order to illustrate the implications of La Llorona‟s representation in this film for Chicana
feminists who have re-theorized her through their works.
With a Chicana feminist perspective of La Llorona‟s representation in the film, there can
be a deeper reading of gender, race and culture. In the reading of this film, I ask: What does it
mean to view La Llorona as a monster? Does this film, marketed by Laguna Productions for a
Latina/o market, perpetuate the dichotomy of women as whore/virgins? I will also consider
Cynthia Freeland‟s guiding feminist questions about film: “How do the film‟s structures of
narrative, point of view, and plot construction operate in effecting a depiction of gender roles and
relations? What are the film‟s implicit rhetorical presuppositions about natural gender roles and
relations?” (753). Through a close reading of The Wailer I hope to add to not only the research
done on La Llorona, but also provide a new vision of horror films through a Chicana feminist
perspective.
Genre and Gender: Understanding Multiplicity through La Llorona
Horror films are a medium not previously explored by Chicanas, even though this genre
is fraught with race and gender and sexuality issues. To read horror films, I propose including
Gloria Anzaldúa‟s mestiza consciousness, since it allows questioning and negotiating of different
views. Anzaldúa writes how the mestiza “strengthens her tolerance (and intolerance) for
ambiguity. She is willing to share to make herself vulnerable to foreign ways of seeing and
thinking. She surrenders all notions of safety, of the familiar. Deconstruct, construct” (104). To
read La Llorona in horror films, we have to be willing to deconstruct and construct new ways of
thinking. However, this is not possible without closely analyzing the cultural and theoretical
elements we choose to incorporate. In horror film theory, there is a push to include different
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voices in a field previously dominated by psychoanalysis to give a fuller reading of these films.
Freeland proposes that feminist film readings guide their analysis through theoretical
frameworks that move beyond psychoanalysis and acknowledge that other disciplines and
sources can guide the readings of these films. In her case, Freeland believes that film analysis
should be guided by an “intra-filmic” method that looks at how the film is structured by looking
at character development, plot, production and examine their “construction and their role in
culture” (753).

Freeland writes that feminist approaches to horror films need to be both historically
aware and broad enough to effectively analyze different types of horror films. This framework
must maintain some historical context that, in the case of analyzing the representation of
Chicanas, acknowledges racial and gender oppression. Freeland proposes that feminist film
critics look deeper into the film to understand the subtleties of the characters and plot to fully
analyze the images of women and messages that usually “perpetuate the subordination and
exploitation of women” (752).
Through Freeland‟s approach, Chicana feminism can enter into the realm of horror films
because Freeland is proposing an approach to reading horror film that acknowledges race and
culture--as well as gender. A Chicana feminist approach to horror can allow for a nuanced
reading of these films since it brings in a new historical perspective that can deconstruct the
images utilized in the film. Because of this, the new Chicana horror feminist framework also
focuses on the audience‟s knowledge of horror and La Llorona. The audience can be
knowledgeable audiences whom “have the power to create individual, often subversive readings
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of films” (Freeland 762). Latina/os familiar with the legend of La Llorona can look deeper into
The Wailer: La Llorona to understand the depiction of this cultural icon.

Defining Slasher Chicana Horror

The film The Wailer is entertaining when seen superficially because of the amount of
blood and gore. Yet, if we look more closely, the film provides view of gender that objectifies
women, particularly La Llorona through its overt use of titties and assi, a technique used
frequently in most slasher horror films, where a savage killer specifically targets teenagers and
ultimately women are objectified. The slasher sub-genre saw its rise in the 1980s. One of the
clearest examples is the Friday the 13th franchise, whose drawing point was the large body
count. The films in this series attract audiences by promising new and innovative death scenes.

Although Laguna Productions classifies the film as a supernatural horror on their website,
I argue that this film is a mix of supernatural as well as slasher because of the tropes and
archetypes utilized to build the plot. For example, La Llorona in The Wailer is both a slasher and
a ghost. In order to defeat La Llorona, the victims must understand the history and legend of the
ghost. This is a characteristic of most supernatural films like The Ring (2002) where the main
character, Rachel, must unravel the mystery of the cursed tape before seven days pass, or she and
her son will be killed by the mystical Samara. However, the characteristics of the victims in The
Wailer, as well as the way and reason why they are murdered, falls more along the lines of a
slasher, since the victims are young college students who are brutally stabbed and slashed.

It is important to emphasize the slasher aspect that La Llorona shares with other slashers,
who are traditionally male, since they utilize a very symbolic stabbing and slashing quality to
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brutally kill their victims. Carol Clover in her book Men, Women and Chain saws: Gender in the
Modern Horror Film explains why stabbing and slashing are important aspects of this subgenre
since “all phallic symbols are not equal, and a hands-on knifing answers a hands-on rape in a
way that a shooting, even a shooting preceded by a humiliation, does not” (79). The act of
stabbing mimics the penetration act and as such, it is a visual representation of rape since it is
violent and unwelcomed act. These slashers penetrate their victims to establish their power. The
fact that the most vicious stabbings in these films are young women further solidifies this
interpretation. For Clover,
The immediate ancestor of the slasher film is Hitchcock‟s Psycho
(1960). Its elements are familiar: the killer is the psychotic product
of a sick family but still recognizably human; the victim is a
beautiful, sexually active woman; the location is not home, at a
Terrible Place, the weapon is something other than a gun; the
attack is registered from the victim‟s point of view and comes with
shocking suddenness (72).
The first murder in The Wailer clearly establishes these tropes of a slasher film. When the
college students arrive at the cabin, they start partying, drinking and making out. Everything is
fine until in the middle of the night. As they play strip poker, the lights go out. Mike, Andrew
and Jake look around the cabin in search of the breaker box while the three girls wait for their
return in the living room. Mike and Andrew decide to break into the lock room that Juan warned
them about. After breaking into the forbidden room, the killing begins. The first victim is Jake,
the token African American in the film that, up until his death, serves as a comic relief through
his use of phrases like: “VIP that‟s how we roll dog…you knows what I‟m saying” and “a‟ight
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get your drink on.” Jake and Michelle, after the lights go out and after deciding “weed made
[him] horny,” decide to go into the bedroom to have sex. Michelle strips for Jake as the camera
focuses on her body, T & A, and on Jake‟s reaction to her gyrations. Jake decides to have more
fun by moving the mirror on the wall so they can watch themselves having sex. The mirror adds
another layer to the objectification of Michelle since we see her, not only through Jake‟s eyes but
also through the reflection of her in the mirror.

Figure 6: Jake right before being attacked with Michelle in the
background sitting on the bed
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Michelle performs what she felt is expected of her. She seductively licks her lips and
caresses her body as Jake looks at her reflection in the mirror instead of looking directly at her.
After finding the perfect view of Michelle in the mirror, Jake and Michelle begin to make out on
the bed until Michelle stops. She points out a noise coming from the wall where the mirror used
to be. Jake walks up to the wall and stares directly into the camera (see Figure 6). The camera
quickly pans away and only with Michelle‟s scream do we know something has happened. Mike
and Andrew break down the door to the room and see that Jake is on the floor covered in blood.
His back is slashed and Michelle is on the bed crying. When she finally stops all she can say is
“it was her…she came out of the wall.” This mysterious “her” is La Llorona who, after being
awakened by the trespassers, has emerged from the house itself to kill them. In this film, La
Llorona is not just a supernatural entity, but a slasher that brutally kills its victims without any
real, apparent reason. As the film develops, however, the multiplicity that her character possesses
can be seen through La Llorona‟s reclaiming of her femininity in the narrative.
Slasher as Sexual: Gendering the Slasher Genre
La Llorona is cast as the slasher, a role that is usually physically male. However, one can
argue that gender is a concept that shifts a lot in slasher films. Clover explains in her reading of
the slasher sub-genre that the audiences, both male and female, identify with both the
traditionally male slasher and the traditionally female “Final girl.” As stated previously, these
final girls are perceived as “virgins” and “good girls” and thus survive the attacks of the monster
while her friends die around her. Allowed to survive until the end of the film, these final girls
must come face to face with the slasher. The representation of La Llorona as slasher in The
Wailer plays with traditional gender roles and, in a way, represents her as a form of cross
dressing. Her murder weapons, long nails, are a representation of the phallic symbol usually
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utilized by the male slashers. Since most slasher roles are “masculine,” the Wailer‟s femininity is
her allure. La Llorona, in two scenes, becomes a sexual object, which is highly unusual for the
slasher genre. Never do characters comment of Krueger‟s hunky looks or Voorhees‟ muscles in
the franchises Nightmare on Elm Street or Friday the 13th respectively. In this film, however, La
Llorona‟s looks are visually pervasive since there are constant images of her before she drowned
her children. Through the dialogue and these images, her position is in a strange space within the
slasher sub-genre. She is very much a woman and perhaps the biggest signifiers of this are her
children.
We are introduced to La Llorona as she slowly walks into the river where her children are
playing. She is wearing a white dress that quickly becomes transparent in the water. The viewer
is allowed to enjoy her body as an object of pleasure before she commits the murders. Secondly,
when two of the characters, Mike and Andrew, find a picture of her, they comment on her
physique by stating that “she was a hot bitch.” Before turning into the slasher, La Llorona is
figured as a desirable object and the film constantly reminds the viewer of that fact through the
constant focus on the picture of her (see figure 7). This positioning of La Llorona questions how
we see slasher sub-genre and how we see the slasher her/him self. In the film, though, La
Llorona is still the ghost/hag that, in order for peace to continue, has to be removed. Still
objectified by the male gaze, which labels her based on her looks, her body is still used by the
male characters and the audience itself. In the picture that Mike and Andrew find, La Llorona is
holding her two children while standing in the middle of the lake right before drowning them.
This image is never explained but it carries some supernatural undertones since it is never
explained how this image, of La Llorona seconds before drowning her children, found itself into
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the house. This, perhaps, enhances the mystery of La Llorona to the audience while also allowing
the characters to become familiar with La Llorona‟s legend before she begins to attack.

Figure 7: Picture of La Llorona both Mike and Andrew discover in the
“forbidden” room

Clover claims that the slasher, who is typically male, is effeminately constructed as
feminine because either his sexuality or virility is questioned. She explains that “to the extent
that the monster is constructed as feminine, the horror film thus expresses female desire only to
show how monstrous it is” (Clover 238). The film highlights La Llorona‟s femininity and sexual
availability, particularly by her objectification by the male gaze. However, La Llorona‟s body
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before her transformation into the monster is the focus of the direction. Once she kills her
children and begins killing others, she is constructed as physically repulsive to the men because
her physical beauty is gone. As a slasher, La Llorona is covered in a black tar. Her face is no
longer clean and beautiful, but black with piercing yellow eyes. The only remaining familiar
characteristic is her dark, curly hair.
Re-telling Folklore: New Llorona
The Wailer creates its own interpretation of the legend of La Llorona where she is a
monster capable of infanticide without remorse. By reinterpreting the legend this way, the
creators of the film are placing La Llorona back in a limited space where she is only evil and has
no opportunity for redemption, which ultimately places her back in a binary. Her apathy and her
selfishness replace the socio-cultural factors that lead to her decision. This is most evident in the
beginning of the film when she drowns her children. The film starts with a shot of a waterfall and
a small river. We see two children, a boy and a girl, playing in the river, one with a doll and the
other with a boat. The woman grabs them and holds them next to her body, her hands completely
covering their faces. She pushes them under the water as she looks up into the sky.

The infanticide is committed without a word but in her face, we can see her tranquility.
This scene constructs her as a monster. What woman could kill her children without crying or
even hesitating? She sacrifices her children, shown playing and enjoying their youth, so she can
be with a man who is not their father. La Llorona walks home and confesses her crime with
pride. She professes her love for him by saying “los niños no seran molestia…olvidalos soy toda
tuya.” This use of Spanish places the legend in a Mexican context while indicating a presumed
Latina/o audience of the film. She gave up her children, the link to her past life, so that she could
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be free. He rejects her sacrificial offering and pushes her away. Her serenity disappears and she
attacks him by picking up a knife that was on the porch. They struggle and after he takes the
knife she looks at him and after a final cry of “mis hijos” she runs into his knife. As she falls, she
curses him and promises he will never forget her. The suicide is her final act of revenge and evil,
since now her body and spirit haunt the cabin. The audience, through this story, meets La
Llorona.

However, her legend is retold—first by Juan, the tour guide, and then later by Mike. As
Andrew and Mike rummage through the boxes in the forbidden room, they find a book with a
picture of La Llorona holding her two children, her hands covering their face as if someone had
shot it right before she drowned them. Mike explains how the “crazy old bitch” who falls in love
with this guy but think she doesn‟t want kids so she kills them; just like that crazy bitch in the
states not too long ago. After he tells her that he doesn‟t want her anymore she goes crazy and
kills herself. They say you can hear crying at night for her kids and if you see her, you‟re dead.”
Interestingly, these retelling places La Llorona in an American context of “bad mother”
specifically the Andrea Yates case where a mother from Houston Texas drowned her five
children in a bathtub in 2001.

La Llorona is, like Andrea Yates, a criminal. In all three scenes above, the legend of La
Llorona is conflated with the American cases of infanticide; La Llorona is a monster, even before
her death that is able to kill her own children without remorse. The fact that she was able to
drown them without shedding a single tear creates a break between her and the audience, and so
she ceases being human. This technique is a way to disassociate the audience with the “villain”
and to create a link between the audience and the hero (ine) of the film. La Llorona is now “bad”
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and she cannot be forgiven. However, they are creating this “villain” from a pre-existing legend.
These scenes show how far the film strays from the understanding of La Llorona in Latina/o
folklore, since it ignores the socioeconomic component usually present in the legend. In the film,
La Llorona is coldhearted and murders her children without remorse while the legend hints
toward her feelings of guilt.
Darkness and Llorona: Mother and Shadow Beast
No longer human and no longer visually and sexually pleasing in the film, La Llorona
becomes something else, something to be feared. A deeper, perhaps even subversive reading of
feminism and horror, as those proposed by Freeland when applied to La Llorona, shows that La
Llorona and the „darkness‟ she brings are a representation of the feared feminine sexual agency.
La Llorona, after the secret room is opened, begins terrorizing the tourists. After a period of
skepticism, they finally accept that their killer is La Llorona and they try to escape only to find
that they cannot leave the cabin. When they open the door and look out the windows all they see
is a heavy darkness. The trees, the moon, everything has been engulfed by this darkness created
by La Llorona. By disturbing and opening the door, they have allowed this void, La Llorona, to
manifest and threaten to consume them into her emptiness. Michelle insists that “she‟s going to
kill us all…she‟s evil.” This reminds them that she is the darkness that now surrounds them and
will not let them escape.
This darkness that exists outside the cabin is La Llorona. In her article “Horror and the
Monstrous-Feminine: An Imaginary Abjection,” Barbara Creed explains that “all human
societies have a conception of the monstrous-feminine, of what it is about woman that is
shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject” (251). She explains how there are three types of mothers:
the archaic mother, the phallic woman, and the castrated body, which in their different forms in
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horror films add to the definition of the monstrous-feminine. In the case of La Llorona, we see
the archaic mother, that “the mysterious black hole which signifies female genitalia […she] is
present in all horror films as the blackness of extinction-death” (261). Monstrous feminine is like
Anzaldúa‟s theorization of the Shadow Beast. In the introduction to Anzaldúa‟s book
Borderlands/ La Frontera. The New Mestiza, Sonia Saldívar Hall explains how the
feminist rebel in her is the Shadow-Beast, “a part of me that
refuses to take orders from outside authorities” (38). The Shadow
Beast emerges as the part of women that frightens men and cause
them to try to control and devalue female culture. Girls in the
borderland are commonly taught to fear sexuality and learn that
men value women‟s bodies only. Their individuality is devalued
and selfishness is decried (4).
La Llorona is the Shadow Beast that is “feared” by men because she is not male. As Creed
explains in her conceptualization of the archaic mother, the absence of this maleness is
something to be feared. The femininity in La Llorona, particularly in her „darkness‟ is
problematic since it questions gender simply by being. Her absorption of Ashley and her
merging with Julie can give these characters more depth and pulls them away from their roles as
sexual objects.

La Llorona threatens to consume the college students back into her womb. She, the bad
mother that killed her children, is now looking for more victims. She is looking for surrogate
children that can take the place of her own. By going into the darkness, the college students risk
losing their identity and become engulfed by this monstrous feminine that castrates men and
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penetrates women. Ashley, frustrated by their inability to act, stands by the door and faces the
darkness. She screams at it for answers “What do you want bitch?” She quickly gets her answer as
the darkness pulls her out of the cabin and slams the door behind it. After hearing a knock, Andrew
opens the door only to find Ashley‟s disemboweled, voided body. The archaic mother, according to
Creed “allows for a notion of the feminine which does not depend for its definition on a concept of
the masculine. The term „archaic mother‟ signifies woman as sexual difference” (261). As such, La
Llorona engulfs Ashley, who up to this point has been objectified by the masculine gaze, and
returns her as a monstrous-feminine thereby switching the way she is seen. Her body no longer
represents the sexual pleasure of men; she is now a hole that mimics her all-consuming darkness
(See figure 8). La Llorona, as this darkness, carries out throughout the film especially when she
encounters the other female characters.
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Figure 8: Mike crying over Ashley‟s body.

The Death of a Final girl? Facing La Llorona
This film presents a foil to La Llorona‟s character. The “heroine” of the story is Julie. She
is the “virgin” of the group because, even though she does have a boyfriend, she restrains herself
from being overtly sexual. She kisses Andrew, but compared to the other female characters
Ashley and Michelle, Julie is “good.” Utilizing the traditional slasher tropes, Julie is “good”
because she worries about her grades, her family, and has a boyfriend who is also good and
caring. She reminds Andrew, her boyfriend that she is not “talking about that” when he alludes to
sex since she is not ready to have sex with him. Throughout the movie, this couple remains
strong providing support for the other characters that become hysterical and begin to die. As
previously proposed, she becomes the final girl. Clover explains that the relationship between the
final girl and the slasher is complex since they have a “shared masculinity, materialised in „all
those phallic symbols‟- and it is also a shared femininity, materialised in what comes next […]
the castration, literal or symbolic, of the killer at her hands” (239). The final girl, in Clover‟s
work, is the hero (ine) who makes it to end of the film only to come face to face with the
monster. In the end, it is up to her to kill this monster. The final girl‟s symbolic castration of the
monster is necessary in order for the acceptable gender norms to prevail since in
castrating/feminizing the monster she is also placing herself as the masculine source of power.
The final girl, Julie, in The Wailer problematizes these rules of horror because her confrontation
with the slasher, La Llorona, does not turn out as expected.

After a final showdown with La Llorona, Julie wakes up on the porch with the light of
day hitting her face. She sees Andrew‟s body lying next to her, but he is dead. Julie seems to be
the lone survivor of the night. The camera angles are very telling since even though we can hear
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her speak and cry for her dead friends, her long black hair covers her face. She limps off the
porch as she sees Juan pull up in his taxi. She cries out for his help but Juan, seeing something
the camera refuses to let us see, runs away scared. We feel Julie‟s confusion as she keeps crying
and walking towards him, her face still hidden behind a veil of black hair. Suddenly, Juan pulls a
gun out and shoots her in the chest. Julie, however, doesn‟t fall and the only visible consequence
of the shot is a small red hole in her chest. As she moves forward to confront Juan, she sees her
face in the reflection of a mirror. The audience discovers, along with her, the truth. She is no
longer Julie, since now half of her face belongs to La Llorona (see Figure 10). The possessed
half of her face is black like tar and has a monstrous yellow eye. Her final scream shows she
finally realizes who she is. Julie and La Llorona are now one. She survived the night, but only
because La Llorona wanted her to.

Figure 9: Julie before facing La Llorona
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Figure 10: Julie looking into the mirror and seeing herself as La
Llorona

In the case of The Wailer, the victim does not defeat the Other but merges with it. La
Llorona consumes Julie is consumed physically and psychologically by La Llorona. Julie has
faced La Llorona and now literally shares a face with her. This ending allows a questioning of
gender norms since La Llorona, the feminine, was not defeated but instead was able to
incorporate herself in the stereotypical, Julie. In this slasher, the final girl does not defeat the
monster that is disturbing the balance between “bad” and “good” but instead merges with the
“monster.” This merging creates a new Llorona that incorporates different identities, Julie and La
Llorona.
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Here it is also important to note Michelle‟s murder scene since she is also „slashed‟ in a
similar manner as Ashley. Michelle, after Jake‟s murder, runs to the bathroom and hides. There,
the door jams, and as she screams for help we see something move in the shower. Michelle hears
and sees water running from the tub. As the water stops flowing, a small boat appears from
behind the shower curtain. Suddenly, La Llorona appears and walks toward Michelle. The
camera focuses on her monstrous dark face and her long fingers that threaten to penetrate
Michelle. Her fingers are very phallic and bring to mind the traditional slasher tool, the knife (see
Figure 11). Her fingers are similar to the tools used by Krueger in the Nightmare on Elm Street
series where Krueger is armed by a glove with four sharp blades. These phallic symbols are used
to kill and “penetrate” his victims. In the case of La Llorona in this scene, the nails can be read as
a type of sexual transgression. She, who is biologically female, is using a tool usually associated
with men and making it feminine. Long, well-manicured nails are usually associated with
femininity. In the case of La Llorona her long, deformed black nails question these standards of
beauty. Michelle, cornered against the door, looks away as La Llorona stabs her.
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Figure 11: Michelle as she is attacked by La Llorona

When the door is opened, Michelle is in the bathtub full of water and blood, and her face is
slashed. Like Ashley, Michelle was objectified throughout the film. She was Jake‟s property and
as such “performed.” By killing her, La Llorona is placing her in a context where her physical
aspect is ignored. She is now, like La Llorona, the Other that does not fit into the categories of
beauty created by patriarchal norms. She is now free to express her sexuality without
objectification. In the darkness and with La Llorona, all three female characters can rest.
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Figure 12: Michelle found mutilated in the bathtub

La Llorona/Julie the Sequel

In The Wailer, La Llorona is portrayed as a monstrous other that should be feared and
that kills those that have trespassed onto her territory. However, through a Chicana Horror
Feminist reading of the characters in the film, particularly that of La Llorona, gender is no longer
what it appears. The ending is particularly important since Julie, the Final girl, does not win in
her attempt to metaphorically „castrate‟ the slasher-Llorona. On the contrary, it is the feminine
Llorona that succeeds in creating a new entity through Julie. By leaving the ending as a
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cliffhanger, the filmmakers have also left a space to further question gender and the portrayal of
La Llorona in horror.

The Wailer: La Llorona allows for a subversive reading of La Llorona that places her
outside of the typecast role of temptress and witch. The multiplicity of her identity can be
questioned and teased out of the character in this film. However, in the sequel The Wailer II, La
Llorona and her merged body, Julie, are once again bound into a space that reinforces patriarchal
norms of what is acceptable gender and sexual behavior, particularly the role of women of color.
These two films, when placed side by side, offer conflicting and problematic views of women
and tie them to separate spaces. Through the Chicana horror feminist framework proposed, I
explore the possibilities of La Llorona in horror in the following chapter.

i

T & A means titties and ass. It is a common trope used by horror films, particularly slashers and B-horror.
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CHAPTER III
THE WAILER II: LA LLORONA AS POSSESSOR AND POSSESSED SEDUCTRESS
Julie screams at the mirror after seeing her new face and suddenly the screen goes black.
The sequel, The Wailer II: La Llorona II picks up with a close up of newspaper article clippings
documenting the massacre in Mexico where young American students were brutally murdered.
Slowly, we are introduced to a desperate father, a college professor, looking for his missing
daughter. The audience soon discovers that Julie, our lone “survivor” from The Wailer, is now
the missing daughter.
The Wailer II begins with newspaper cutouts with headlines from which we learn about
the missing Americans who were found slaughtered in a small town in Mexico. We then are
introduced to Professor McBride father of one of the missing girls, Julie. After visiting a psychic,
he finds out that his daughter is still alive in Mexico, but is possessed by an evil spirit, La
Llorona. He goes back to Mexico in search of his daughter. There he enlists the help of a young
taxi driver and anthropology student, Salvador.
In this chapter, I will focus on the development of the character of La Llorona in the
sequel The Wailer II. Like The Wailer, The Wailer II was released as a straight to DVD film
distributed by Laguna Productions in 2007. It was directed by Paul Miller and written by Rafy
Rivera, who also wrote the first installment. La Llorona and reconfigurations of La Llorona
provide a great opportunity to question social norms and pushed boundaries. Pérez explains how
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“contemporary Mexican American and Chicana/o cultural producers who represent la Llorona
reconfigure the power relations between La Llorona and her lover, conflate La Llorona with
powerful Aztec goddesses, subvert traditional narratives to allow the Weeping Woman to
transcend her tragedy, and draw La Llorona into futuristic landscapes” ( 3). I argue that The
Wailer II does not allow for La Llorona to continue the questioning of binaries presented in the
first installment, The Wailer. La Llorona as “possessor” could provide a new variation to the
legend of La Llorona. With this film’s constant objectification of Mexican women and an ending
that reinforces the virgin/whore dichotomy, however, does not push The Wailer II out of a
patriarchal worldview. On the contrary, like other horror movies, it maintains and disseminates
patriarchal norms. By using a story that already labels women as transgressors the creators of
The Wailer II are objectifying women. Unlike the first film, which provided a wider opportunity
to read La Llorona subversively, The Wailer II flattens La Llorona and puts representations of
women, particularly Chicanas, through La Llorona back into a binary. This film has the
opportunity to not only deconstruct the virgin/whore dichotomy, but also create a new aspect of
the legend of La Llorona since in this film La Llorona is not just an evil spirit that murders, but
she is an entity that has the power to possess others. La Llorona as possessor adds a new aspect
to the legend and could, like The Wailer’s slasher, play with La Llorona’s multiplicity. This film,
however, does not push those boundaries and creates a flat representation of La Llorona
I argue that a close reading of La Llorona in The Wailer II is necessary for various
reasons. bell hooks explains that “whether we like it or not, cinema assumes a pedagogical role
in the lives of many people. It may not be the intent of the filmmaker to teach audiences
anything, but that does not mean that lessons are not learned” (hooks 2). As such, The Wailer II
not only reflects and teaches misogynistic views, but it also distorts the legend of La Llorona.
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Most importantly, when put in conversation with The Wailer, this sequel regresses to a
virgin/whore binary. The ending of the first film destroyed that binary by merging Julie with La
Llorona. Through this absorption The Wailer offers a female identity that is not one dimensional
and that is dynamic. The Wailer II once again flattens the image of women and once again
creates a dichotomy. Julie is a “virgin” that must be rescued while “La Llorona” is an evil
seductress that must be exorcised.
Latina Bodies in The Wailer II
This film objectifies Mexican women in the process. In her book Dangerous Curves.
Latina bodies in the media, Isabel Molina-Guzman writes:
Likewise, I argue the omnipresent circulation of media images about Latinas becomes
part of the cultural ecology that influences general attitudes and beliefs about Latinas and,
more importantly, their symbolic status within the nation. Third, the symbolic values
assigned to and associated with Latinas in news, film, and television are informative of
preexisting hierarchical social relationships and in turn inform contemporary social and
political realities. (8)
The images seen on screen are informed by preexisting cultural stereotypes that label Latinas as
exotic and sexual.
The portrayal of women in The Wailer II locks women within the patriarchal/machista
paradigm. The majority of the women in the movie can be placed in the virgin/whore dichotomy
created and enforced by patriarchal norms. La Llorona is the mother, although in this movie
there is very little mention of her children, and she is also the whore who uses a body to entice
and trap men. Julie is the virginal beauty who needs to be saved from La Llorona and her overt
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sexuality. In the film the audience is introduced to the three religious women who combined
become the virginal holy mother sent by the church to aid Salvador in his struggle to save the
soul and body of an innocent young woman trapped by the overtly sexual Llorona. Finally, the
film also includes the shaman/witch who is a whore that lies, and who, through her magic, tries
to control men’s desires. Both La Llorona and the witch are social deviants that deserve and
receive punishment. Julie and the trinity are saved and allowed to continue living within the roles
allowed by the patriarchal society.
In The Wailer II, women have little or no agency since they are not allowed to speak,
literally and figuratively. La Llorona, as theorized in Chicana literature, is a symbol of women’s
voice, with her constant wailing, and in some cases screaming, she is decrying the injustices
Chicana/os face. The character of La Llorona in the film, however, does not practice this same
agency since she is reduced to animalistic growling and howling. When she is allowed to utter
the famous lines “ay mis hijosi” it is only to entice men. This phrase and her crying are like siren
calls emitted only to hypnotize and lull men into a false sense of security before showing her
true, monstrous, face. Wailing, in this instance, is no longer a form of protest but rather an empty
cry bellowed out by a one dimensional character created by the masculine expectation of what a
female villain should be.
Through the visuals, it is obvious that Latina’s bodies are available for the taking. In her
book, Isabel Molina-Guzman suggests that “The global media consumption of Latinas, made
possible through the gendering and racialization of Latinidad, depends on the representation of
Latinas from diverse national backgrounds as similar and familiar docile bodies.” (11). The
objectification of Mexican women is overt in the domino tournament scene in the film.
Salvador's uncle dreams about winning the domino tournament, both for the money and the
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bragging rights, and goes to the small, cramped bar to play. Men drink and play while young,
dark women dance. Their bodies are not only a commodity, but also become billboards selling
“Socha,” the beer sponsoring the tournament. (see Figure 13). A sexy, seductive voice can be
heard, “¿A quién le gusta Socha?” “Who likes Socha?” The name of the beer is repeated
rhythmically by the women and as they gyrate around the room, the camera focuses on their tight
shirts that have the word “Socha” imprinted on it.

Figure 13: A long shot of the three women as they dance on stage
during the domino contest.
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This commodification and denigration is not just visual, but also audible, since the
rhythmic repetition of “Socha,” the name of the beer, begins to sound a lot like a Spanish slang
word for vagina, “chocha.” This play on words is not subtle and many Spanish speakers will be
aware of the meaning. The constant repetition of “Socha” by the women while the men gawk and
salivate over their bodies is a constant reminder that female bodies, whether it be in horror
movies or a machista society, are seen only as sexual objects to be possessed, used and then
discarded. One shot in particular focuses on the men playing domino at a table, but in the
forefront we see one of the dancer’s derrière (see figure 14). The shot is framed by the woman’s
body since as we look through her legs we focus on Don Felix, Salvador’s uncle. The women in
this scene seem to break cultural norms by dressing and acting provocatively, but in reality, they
are within the cultural limits because they are not sexually liberated. On the contrary, they have
no control over their own sexuality. They are complacent and docile, because they don’t question
these gender norms nor do they exact any power over their sexuality and are, therefore, allowed
the role of whore/puta in the virgin/whore dichotomy.
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Figure 14: A close up shot of one of the dancers during the domino tournament

Julie/La Llorona: Recreating Legends
In this sequel, La Llorona is no longer a dark figure, but is first seen as a beautiful young
girl dressed in a tight white dress. Her body becomes her weapon to attract “innocent” men. This
image of La Llorona could be interpreted as a form of resistance against patriarchal norms that
force women to be virginal. The Wailer in this film uses her body to attract men, but the film
does not allow for her actions to exist outside of the archetype of women as man eaters. She is
not just defending herself but looks for men to attack and devour. We are first introduced
visually to La Llorona through the male gaze of two drunken men who see her walking down a
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dark alley and approach her. The visual representations of La Llorona/ Julie are very complex.
She is young, in a tight fitting, low cut white dress. They inspect her body and take her low wails
as an invitation to touch and kiss her. Once they are most vulnerable, with their eyes closed and
pants down, she turns into the monster and decapitates both men. La Llorona is objectified and
groped by these men, and when trying to defend herself, she is seen as a monster. She is
portrayed as an animal; literally devouring men. Her face shifts from the virginal Julie to a
horrible monster with sharp teeth and empty black eyes. She turns into a monster as these men
try to take advantage of her and could thus be seen as both victim and attacker. Within the
context of horror films and, because of the portrayal of La Llorona as siren and hunter, it is hard
to see these attacks as a form of empowerment. Rather, she fits into the trope of “siren” that
attracts men with her sexuality and then devours them, in this case, literally.
In a later scene, La Llorona/Julie is also seen devouring a drunken man that comes up to
her as she is kneeling over a well, which can be an image of both an inverted penis and a vagina.
As he approaches her he places his hand over his gun, hinting at the level of violence he is
willing to use if need be, to possess the beautiful body he sees before him. She, with her back to
him, lets him grab her and kiss her. He puts his finger in her mouth, an act that metaphorically
represents sex, and it is here where La Llorona reveals her other face and, once again, with her
long, sharp teeth bites his finger off and spits it out. The camera angels shift in this scene so the
audience gets a close up of La Llorona’s face, before and after the transformation, and to the now
severed and bloodied finger.
This scene can be interpreted as a re-telling of the vagina dentata myth where women are
believed to have a toothed vagina that will castrate men. Here, La Llorona symbolically castrates
this man who wanted to take advantage of her. By doing so, however, she does not gain any
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control over her sexuality nor does she gain agency, since as the scene ends, she returns to being
just a body looking for another victim. La Llorona, throughout the movie, is reduced to grunting
and other animalistic sounds; she never finds her voice. Her killing spree continues, while her
father and Salvador look for a way to save Julie’s soul.
While La Llorona/Julie stalk and kill men, Julie’s father Professor McBride, looks for a
way to save his daughter’s soul. He enlists the help of Salvador, who he first meets at a taqueria.
We see a group of taxi drivers, all male, sitting around at a local taqueria eating and flirting with
the waitress, who is warned by her mother to stay away from the men who only want one thing.
Professor McBride walks up to them asking for a ride, and only the youngest man in the group,
Salvador, speaks to him in English and can help him. After a quick exchange, Salvador agrees to
drive McBride to wherever he needs to go. During the drive professor McBride shares the story
of his daughter with Salvador. La Llorona/Julie is described by her father as a modern day
Medusa siren, that entices men with her wail, but when men look into her hypnotic eyes, they are
unable to stop themselves from desiring her. She uses their weakness to devour them. Most
importantly, however, the professor knows that La Llorona, who he describes as evil and
conniving, is killing men through Julie’s sexual/ sensual body. She is using his daughter, who he
believes to be pure and virginal, and turning her body into an object of desire. As a father, it is
hard for him to accept his daughter’s sexuality and it is easier to accept that her actions are a
result of possession than a natural desire. His daughter’s sexuality scares him; because it is
something he can no longer control and understand.
A pivotal scene in the film is when the professor finds out that the only way to save his
daughter is through an exorcism, since it is through this exorcism that the monstrous mother will
be removed and, finally, peace will be restored. Julie is once again the “virginal.” Salvador and
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the Professor go to the river, taking with them a rosary and holy water, to combat La Llorona’s
evil. Visually, this scene is reminiscent of J-Horror films where the woman comes out of the
water with her long black hair covering her face. J Horror is a general term coined to describe
Japanese horror movies that have similar characteristics including the use of female ghosts, water
and technology. As she emerges, dripping wet, her hair parts to reveal Julie’s innocent face. She
timidly begins calling for her dad and, enthralled by her beauty, the professor cannot look away
and whispers “Julie you are so beautiful.” He is now trapped in La Llorona’s spell and can no
longer control his actions. Slowly he moves towards her and touches her breasts. This act of
incest is forgiven and is presented as the daughter’s fault, since it was her sexuality that
provoked his actions. As in real life instances of rape and incest, it is the women who are
portrayed as the cause and not the victims. This incest is allowed because Julie, after being
possessed by La Llorona, has crossed the boundaries permitted for women and, as this new
sensual/sexual entity, can be punished to restore social norms. In this scene, the professor
becomes the victim not the aggressor when La Llorona/Julie once again transforms into the
monstrous female and pulls his beating heart out of his chest. The exorcism, or restoration of
social norms, has failed in this scene since it is La Llorona/Julie that comes out victorious. The
split is repeated.
During the exorcism, Julie goes to attack Salvador, and she is unable to because he has
the holy water and crucifix. Salvador, or Chava, is a college graduate that went back to Mexico
to live with his uncle and help him drive the taxi. After the failed exorcism he returns home and
finds that his father has been murdered by La Llorona. Enraged, he runs to the church to ask for
help in his quest to save Julie and kill La Llorona. The break of the virgin/whore binary seen in
The Wailer is thereby ignored and the Salvador’s quest is to once again create this division by
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rescuing Julie and forsaking La Llorona. At the church Salvador encounters three older women,
the trinity, who are all dressed in long black dresses that cover their entire bodies and are also
wearing black veils.

Figure 15: The three women shrouded in black shawls with the church in the background.

The trinity speaks to him and tells him that only he, with their help, can save Julie since he is
good. It is up to the three religious, pure women to help Salvador save Julie’s soul. Salvador,
which means savior in Spanish, is an appropriate name for this character. He is the hero of the
story who is given, by divine providence, the ability to save Julie’s soul from disappearing into
La Llorona’s sexual monstrosity. Salvador, in the discourse throughout the entire film, is
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portrayed as a “good man” that takes care of his aging uncle and helps a desperate father. He,
unlike other male victims of La Llorona, has remained unflappable, never succumbing to the
enticing sexuality of La Llorona.

Figure 16: The Trinity providing spiritual guidance for Salvador.

Salvador is very similar to Final girls in traditional slasher films in the U.S. such as
Nightmare on Elm Street and Halloween. Final girls are usually women that, because of their
lack of sexuality or their perceived virginity, are allowed to survive while their promiscuous
friends, both male and female, are murdered as punishment for their transgressions. Final girls
become the heroines of the slasher films since they are allowed to combat and defeat the
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monster. In The Wailer II, it is Salvador who plays this role. He is not morally corrupt and has
maintained acceptable social and gender roles, and for this he is rewarded. He works with the
trinity of religious women and thus has the necessary strength to fight the transgressors, La
Llorona. In the end, it is the male, Salvador the savior, who is chosen to liberate the beautiful
Julia from the clutches of the sexuality and animalism of la Llorona. Through this possession
scene, not only does the director provide an opportunity for a sequel, but we also learn that La
Llorona, and the threat she presents to men and masculinity, will continue to exist as long as
women move outside the permitted gender roles. Once women, like La Llorona, use their
sexuality in non-permissible ways then masculinity is in danger and because of this, her evil
needs to be stopped by tightly regulated norms.

Figure 17: La Llorona’s79new victim next to the curandera

Figure 18: The woman possessed by La Llorona

La Llorona is the possessor. It provides a new aspect to the legend since La Llorona has
the ability to possess and not only does she possess but she is “possessing” (owning-using) a
woman. After the exorcism, Julie collapses in Salvador’s arms and the perspective of the camera
quickly shifts to allow the viewer to see things from the point of view of la Llorona, now an evil
spirit roaming for its next host. After inspecting various targets, including two blind men, two
“mujeres decentesii,” she chooses a woman with long black hair that is wearing a thin, almost
transparent, white dress. This new host body is with the shaman/witch performing a spell to
make a man love and desire her. Both the shaman/witch and the new host are portrayed as
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transgressors who deserved to be punished. The host is, through magic, trying to control a man
which cannot be allowed. The discourse changes at the end when it is this gender norm
transgressor who is picked by la Llorona unlike her first victim, Julie, who was portrayed as a
good girl that did nothing to deserve the curse.
The Wailer II ends with a quick shot of the new Llorona, dark eyes and sharp teeth,
signifying she is evil and has no chance for redemption. Most importantly, however, this film
places La Llorona back into a binary, once that creates and recreates misogynistic images of
Latinas. In her essay “The New Mestiza Nation” Gloria Anzaldúa writes that “the new mestiza is
a category that threatens the hegemony of the neo-conservatives because it breaks down the
labels and theories used to manipulate and control us” (The Gloria Anzaldúa 204). This new
mestiza breaks the binaries and questions labels. La Llorona at the beginning of the film The
Wailer II had the opportunity to “threaten the hegemony” since she was a strong character, both
possessor and possessed. However, by the end of the film La Llorona is once again weakened
and locked into the virgin/whore dichotomy stripped of her agency.

i
ii

“Oh my children” in other versions she asks “Where are my children?”
Mujeres Decentes are women that follow patriarchal norms. They dress conservatively and are not sexual.
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AFTERWARD

THE FUTURE OF LA LLORONA

Films have the ability to transmit and create culture. In the case of The Wailer II: La
Llorona II, the legend of La Llorona is used in a way that promotes and maintains patriarchal
cultural norms. La Llorona, in this film, is mutilated and loses all the power Chicana writers and
theorists have worked so hard to give her. Freeland explains how there needs to be a shift “onto
the nature of film as artifacts that may be studied by examining both their construction and their
role in culture” (204). The Wailer II, which was made specifically for the Latina/o market, needs
to be examined as a reflection and a reinterpretation of culture, and as such needs to be critiqued
for its inability or unwillingness to present a more nuanced take of La Llorona. The Wailer: La
Llorona, unlike its sequel, features a new Llorona that questions both the virgin/whore
dichotomy and gender in the slasher sub-genre.

These movies have the opportunity, through La Llorona, to question existing patriarchal
norms and their effects on women. In the end, they navigate between perpetuating the
virgin/whore dichotomy and breaking it. Their objectification of women, particularly in The
Wailer II complicates a vision of women outside of that dichotomy. The women in The Wailer II
are forced to stay within the allowed societal norms and those that do not comply are vilified and
punished for their transgressions. A more thorough Chicana feminist analysis of La Llorona in
American horror films needs to be performed in order to understand how her portrayal of La
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Llorona in both films is systematic and symptomatic of a larger discourse of gender in horror.
Barry Keith Grant explains that horror is constantly linked to gender since “whether one prefers
to examine horror films in terms of universal fears or historically determined cultural anxieties,
issues of gender remain central to the genre. For gender, as recent theory has argued, is, like
horror itself, both universal and historical, biological and cultural” (7). Horror and gender are
intrinsically linked. La Llorona is such a strong icon because of her ability to move through
borders and exist in different mediums.

Now that she has found her way into American horror cinema, it is important to analyze
and explore how she fits into this already polemic genre where issues of gender and femininity
are already played out. Her role in horror should be looked at not just through a feminist
perspective but rather through a Chicana feminist perspective since only through the combination
of these two frameworks can we have a more thorough and nuanced understanding of La
Llorona. Focusing on how Chicana/o-authored and produced horror films create and portray
gender particularly as it relates to La Llorona though the two horror movies; The Wailer and The
Wailer II provides a space from which we can look at gender, race and genre
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